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American military involvement in Iraq and Afghanistan has created a new generation of veterans 
suffering from posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). It has repeatedly been noted that these 
returning veterans have a particularly difficult time reconnecting with family and friends. 
Because of these findings, the impact of multiple deployments and prolonged combat exposure is 
shifting from the individual veteran to its effects on their ability to reestablish intimate 
relationships after the completion of their service. 
Over the last 20 years, numerous studies have directly observed the firing of the same 
neurons of non-human primates while seeing a member of their species engaging in the behavior 
themselves. Cortical activity consistent with these findings has been subsequently discovered in 
the human brain. Some researchers have hypothesized that these neurons, referred to as mirror 
neurons, form one of the physiological underpinnings of interpersonal attunement and empathy. 
The present study will explore the possibility that mirror neuron dysfunction secondary to trauma 
may play a role in the etiology of relationship dysfunction in PTSD. 
This study will first review the current research on mirror neurons and the neural systems 
they support with a particular focus on those systems involved in attunement, empathy, and 
affect regulation. Next, the impact of traumatic experiences on these systems will be explored. 
Finally, we will examine the possibility that mirror neuron dysfunction is a mechanism of action 
in the social dysfunction found in PTSD. 
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Introduction and Initial Review of Relevant Literature 
As a new generation of combat veterans returns home from Iraq and Afghanistan, 
effective treatment will be of the utmost importance to avoid a replication of the high rates of 
relationship problems found in Vietnam veterans with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). 
Given the high prevalence of relational dysfunction in past veterans with PTSD and the possible 
severity of its nature, understanding the causation of relationship problems often found in PTSD 
will be vital for mental health professionals in the future. This study will present a review of 
diverse research to explore the possibility of a biological foundation of the relational dysfunction 
in PTSD. Specifically, this study will examine the possible connection between mirror neuron 
dysfunction and problems in interpersonal relationships found in PTSD. 
Beginning in the 1990s, researchers found that specific neurons in non-human primates 
fire when the animals observe a particular action in their conspecifics, such as picking up a 
banana. These neurons turned out to be the same ones that fire when the primates engaged in the 
behavior themselves and were dubbed mirror neurons. Specifically, the F5 area of the monkey’s 
premotor cortex contained neurons that fired when the macaque either picked up a food item or 
observed the object being picked up by another monkey or human (Rizzolatti et al., 1996).  
Due to ethical limitations, the invasive procedures required for single neuron studies are 
not normally used with humans and great apes. However, areas in the human brain analogous to 
the regions of the monkey brain inhabited by mirror neurons have been examined through 
imaging studies (Iacoboni et al., 1999). These imaging studies appear to indicate a complicated 
network of mirror neurons in the human brain, including the premotor cortex equivalent to the 
areas observed in the initial macaque studies as well as regions of the prefrontal cortex, including 
the inferior frontal gyrus, and parts of the parietal lobe including the somatosensory cortex 
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(Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004). More recently, in specific cases involving patients with 
intractable epilepsy where single neuron studies are performed for medical reasons, mirror 
neurons have been directly observed (Keysers & Gazzola, 2010). In these cases, human mirror 
neurons have been directly observed firing in the supplementary motor area and medial temporal 
lobe (Mukamel et al., 2010). 
By the early 2000s, evidence began to emerge implicating mirror neurons in the 
understanding of communicative gestures. For example, in 2003 researchers working with 
macaque monkeys discovered mirror neurons that were triggered when the monkeys observed 
communicative mouth gestures in fellow macaques (Ferrari et al., 2003). These neurons fired in 
a region of the monkeys’ ventral prefrontal cortex homologous to Broca’s Area in the human 
brain. Broca’s Area and the equivalent areas in the brains of other primates are crucial to 
communication, indicating a possible role for mirror neurons in facilitating social understanding 
among primates. However, not only do mirror neurons appear to have a role in communication, 
but they may also be a vital component of the deeper level of interpersonal understanding known 
as empathy. 
Many contemporary researchers have hypothesized that mirror neurons could be at the 
root of the human ability to perceive the actions, emotions, and sensations of other individuals. A 
2003 study found that through structures such as the insula, which connects the areas of 
prefrontal and premotor cortex inhabited by many mirror neurons to the emotional centers of the 
limbic system, mirror neurons play a crucial role in the networks that underlie interpersonal 
comprehension (Carr et al., 2003). As a bridge between cortical processing and emotional 
understanding, the insula could be the point where the mirror neuronal registration of another 
individual’s experiences gains emotional resonance.  
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As this emotional resonance develops in the context of interpersonal relationships, mirror 
systems appear to play a critical role in the establishment of emotional intimacy between 
relationship partners. A 2004 study of intimate partners found a role for the insula in how an 
individual emotionally experiences another person’s pain (Singer et al., 2004). In this study, 
researchers used computer alerts to inform one partner that the other was being shocked. Activity 
appeared in affective processing areas of the anterior insula, along with the anterior cingulate 
cortex, which mirrored the regions implicated in the emotional reaction of the person being 
shocked. 
If mirror systems play a role in the development of empathy, emotional intimacy, and 
other forms of interpersonal understanding, what happens if something goes wrong? Recent 
studies have identified networks containing mirror neurons as having a likely role in several 
major disorders involving interpersonal relationships. Functional magnetic resonance imaging 
(fMRI) studies of children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) have shown limited mirror 
system activity in the area of social mirroring or an apparent disconnect between premotor mirror 
systems and processing areas (Iacoboni & Dapretto, 2006). For example, a 2006 study found no 
activity in mirror neuron-rich Broca’s area in ASD children compared to children in a control 
group when presented with emotional expressions to observe and imitate (Dapretto et al., 2006). 
In addition, a 2002 study found that the right insula was activated when subjects were shown 
faces they deemed untrustworthy (Winston et al., 2002).  
Given the insula’s role as a link between cortical mirror systems and the limbic system, 
an inability to perceive social signals from others accurately due to mirror neuron dysfunction 
could cause erroneous evaluations of others as untrustworthy. As noted, the insula has also been 
found to activate in response to the perception of pain in others (Gu et al., 2010), once again 
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demonstrating its important role in bridging the gap between what is perceived through mirror 
systems and an emotional experience connected to it. 
If problems in mirror neuron systems or their connection to the limbic system could cause 
a breakdown in the ability of an individual to empathize and accurately interpret the behavior of 
others, as appears to be the case in autism, it may be the case that such problems are involved in 
relationship dysfunction. Specifically, if trauma affects sections of the brain inhabited by mirror 
neurons, is it possible that a decrease in the ability to understand others empathically takes place, 
leading to the breakdown of an individual’s ability to be emotionally present in intimate 
relationships?  
A growing body of research has begun to establish a link between PTSD and intimate 
relationship dysfunction. In a meta-analysis of 31 studies in this area published between 1984 
and 2009, the analysts found that PTSD positively correlated with discord, physical aggression, 
and psychological aggression in intimate relationships (Taft et al., 2011). This has been 
particularly notable among combat veterans with PTSD, where intimate relationship dysfunction 
has been a focus of study since the Vietnam generation of veterans. For example, in a 1998 study 
of Vietnam veterans (Riggs et al., 1998), researchers found relationship distress reported by over 
70% of the veterans with PTSD and their partners in the study’s sample. This was significantly 
higher than the 30% of veterans without PTSD and their partners in the study’s control group 
who reported relationship distress. The degree of distress among veterans with PTSD and their 
partners was positively correlated with the severity of veterans’ PTSD symptoms. 
Several studies have indicated that the avoidance and hyperarousal symptom clusters of 
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders’ (DSM-5) criteria for PTSD diagnosis 
could be implicated in relational dysfunction. Mistaken identification of individuals as 
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threatening could be a part of the social avoidance seen in many individuals with PTSD. By 
perceiving innocuous actions as threatening, an individual with PTSD may decide to withdraw 
from social interactions to avoid the threat. This withdrawal can be detrimental to the 
establishment and maintenance of close relationships.  
Recent studies suggest that trauma has an impact on regions of the brain inhabited by 
mirror neurons. A 2012 study of 16 PTSD patients who had survived urban violence and 16 
controls who survived similar violence without PTSD found decreased grey matter volume in the 
premotor cortices of the PTSD group members (Rocha-Rego et al., 2012). Imaging studies of 
PTSD patients have also shown decreased activity in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex–a region 
thought to inhibit amygdala-based fear reactions (Koenigs & Grafman, 2009). This region, along 
with the anterior cingulate cortex and the presupplementary motor area, has been hypothesized to 
be a region of super mirror neurons that provide executive control of other mirror systems 
(Iacoboni, 2008; Iacoboni, 2009a). 
If trauma affects regions of the brain inhabited by mirror neurons or the links between 
them and the limbic system, a possible hypothesis for relational dysfunction in PTSD emerges. 
Determining whether mirror neuron systems are impacted in PTSD will inform effective 






The following hypotheses concerning the connection between mirror neurons and 
relationship dysfunction in PTSD will be tested via findings from the literature:  
• Hypothesis 1: Aberrations in mirror neuron systems contribute to the 
neurobiological basis of PTSD.  
Testing this hypothesis will entail an examination of whether overlaps exist between 
brain structures and networks inhabited by mirror neurons and those implicated in the 
neuropathology of PTSD. In addition, hypothesis testing will involve a comparison of mirror 
neuron functions with the forms of relationship dysfunction common in PTSD. Finally, it will 
involve an examination of interactions between mirror neuron systems and other large-scale 
neural networks involved in PTSD. 
• Hypothesis 2: Properly functioning mirror neuron systems can help decrease 
relationship dysfunction in PTSD.  
Testing Hypothesis 2 will involve analyzing the contribution of mirror neuron systems 
and related networks to the development of empathy and interpersonal understanding and 
whether this role may assist in improving relationships for people with PTSD. This hypothesis 






This study aims to improve the current understanding of the neurobiology of relational 
dysfunction in posttraumatic stress disorder through a critical review and integration of existing 
literature. First, the review will provide an overview of research on mirror neurons in non-human 
primates as well as the corresponding cortical systems in humans. Following this overview, the 
study will examine literature concerning the impact of trauma on the systems where mirror 
neurons are found. These two areas of research will be synthesized into a comparison of the 
social dysfunction common to PTSD with the consequences of mirror neuron dysfunction. 
The objective of this synthesis and analysis will be to evaluate the possibility that 
dysfunction in cortical systems containing mirror neurons may play a role in the social 
dysfunction found in PTSD. After the review of existing literature is completed, 
recommendations for future research will be provided and implications for clinical practice will 
be discussed. These recommendations will be based on an assessment of the limits of this 
review, any gaps in the literature that are discovered, and the theoretical implications of the 
review’s findings.  
Identification of Relevant Literature 
The first element involved in identifying the appropriate literature for this analysis is 
determining where to search. The following search sources will be used: PsycINFO electronic 
database, the PsycARTICLES electronic database, Google Scholar, the PubMed electronic 
database, the ScienceDirect electronic database, and university library catalog holdings (e.g., 
Pepperdine University, UCLA, etc.). By utilizing all of these sources, the chances of collecting 
the highest amount of relevant literature as possible will be maximized. 
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After the search locations have been determined, the next step is to decide which key 
search terms will be most effective. Since the focus of this dissertation is on the potential role of 
mirror neurons on relational dysfunction in PTSD, the following keywords and terms, along with 
similar variations on them, will be utilized individually and in combinations to find as much 
literature on the topic as possible: posttraumatic stress disorder, PTSD, trauma responses, 
mirror neurons, combat veterans, intimate relationships, domestic violence, neurobiology of 
trauma, combat related trauma, impact of combat. Additional keywords may be included as the 
review progresses. 
A variety of literature types will be explored in this dissertation, including qualitative 
studies and quantitative studies. For this dissertation, qualitative literature will include results 
such as case studies and theoretical pieces. These studies will examine things such as the views 
of participants (e.g., veterans and their significant others) and theoretical models for 
understanding their experiences. Quantitative studies are commonly defined as studies that 
examine the relationship between an independent and dependent variable in a particular 
population through experimental or descriptive methods, usually quantifying the resulting data. 
The literature reviewed in this dissertation will be restricted to sources written in English. 
The time frame of the literature is another search parameter that will be used in this 
dissertation. Since mirror neurons were first isolated in non-human primates in the early 1990s, 
the review of research on mirror neurons and the cortical networks that they inhabit will examine 
studies since 1990. Contemporary literature on the interpersonal aspects of PTSD will be 
emphasized, with a focus on studies from 2000 and on. However, earlier literature may be cited 
if they are generally considered landmark pieces on their subject matter.  
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Organization of the Literature Table 
To enhance ease of use for both author and reader, a series of topics will be covered 
within a literature table: 
1. Mirror Neurons 
2. The Neurobiology of PTSD 
3. Relationship Dysfunction in PTSD 
Within each topic, literature will be organized according to the following categories: 
1. Author(s) 
2. Title 
3. Source Title and Source Type (e.g. journal, book, etc.) 
4. Year of Publication 
5. Summary of Main Findings 
6. Comments Regarding Strengths and Weaknesses 
Analysis Procedures 
Basic Analysis Techniques 
Each piece of relevant literature will be thoroughly reviewed several times. Following 
this initial review, the pieces of information summarized above will be placed in the literature 
table in order to organize the content. Next, the literature table will be used to organize literature 
further into sub-categories in order to aid the synthesis and critique of the literature in the 
following sections. If a piece of literature fits into more than one sub-category, it will appear in 
each relevant category in the literature table, but will be written about in the body of the 
dissertation only in the category in which it most strongly fits. 
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Review of Current Literature 
These sections will contain an analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the individual 
pieces of literature, along with those in the body of literature as a whole. For example, in the case 
of quantitative studies, issues concerning design and methodology will be examined, along with 
any concerns about the reliability and validity of the findings. Qualitative studies will be 
discussed in terms of issues such as practical clinical implications and soundness of theoretical 
arguments. 
Synthesis of General Findings 
This section will integrate the literature on mirror neurons with literature on relationship 
dysfunction in PTSD and examine the major themes that exist throughout the analyzed research. 
The goal of this critical analysis will be to develop hypotheses about the role mirror neurons may 
play in relationship dysfunction in individuals with PTSD. Limits of any potential hypothesis 
will also be examined. These limits may include methodological issues as well as limitations to 
the hypotheses developed by the study. The pros and cons of approaching the topic as a review 
of pre-existing research will be discussed. Other possible research designs and recommendations 
for areas of further investigation will be examined. Finally, implications for clinical work with 









Literature Review on Mirror Neurons 
This chapter provides a review of research literature on mirror neurons. This review 
examines what mirror neurons are, their discovery in non-human primates, theories about their 
function, and current research regarding the role of mirror neuron systems in humans. The 
chapter concludes with a literature table providing an overview of the findings in the examined 
studies. The literature is derived from a search on the term mirror neurons in sources such as the 
PsycINFO electronic database, the PsycARTICLES electronic database, Google Scholar, the 
PubMed electronic database, the ScienceDirect electronic database, and university library catalog 
holdings. Based on the organization of the chapter, the search terms and restrictions were 
amended to include relevant research objectives; for example, by adding terms such as: history 
and functions. In the last part of the review, pertaining to a description of the current state of 
research on mirror neurons, literature is restricted to studies published in the post-2010 period in 
order to provide a more contemporary view. 
What are Mirror Neurons? Overview and Theories about their Origins 
Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, evidence for mirror neuron systems emerged as a result 
of research conducted with monkeys. In a comprehensive review of the history of mirror neuron 
research, Iacoboni (2009b) describes these neurons as having been first discovered in the 
premotor and posterior parietal cortices. Early studies found these neurons to be notable for their 
firing not only during an individual monkey’s performance of a particular action but also when 
the monkey sees another monkey performing a similar action. Iacoboni’s historical overview 
traces this early research undertaken in nonhuman primates, specifically macaques. As in other 
primates, the macaque brain’s premotor cortex is crucial for the planning, preparation, 
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coordination, and enaction of movement. As Iacoboni notes, the premotor cortex is not 
monolithic. Instead, it is comprised of various smaller regions with specialized properties. For 
example, the ventral premotor cortex in the macaque brain contains two primary areas, F4 and 
F5. Specifically relevant to mirror neurons, area F5’s role includes control of hand and mouth 
movements, including grasping operations and using hands to bring a food item to the mouth. 
F5’s neurons fire when a macaque performs grasping actions and other hand and mouth 
movements but also fire when the same macaque, when not performing such activities, observes 
a fellow macaque performing these hand and mouth actions. This neuronal action, being 
reminiscent of a monkey seeing its actions reflected in a mirror, resulted in early researchers 
using the term “mirror neurons” to describe the neurons involved in this scenario.  
Gallese (2001) elaborates on early mirror neuron research in the late 1980s and early 
1990s, describing the discovery of their role in action representation. In this overview, Gallese 
describes single neuron recordings undertaken in area F5 of the macaque brain’s ventral 
premotor cortex. These neurons in area F5 activated during such movements as grasping, 
holding, and purposefully manipulating objects. They also activated when the macaque observed 
similar actions undertaken by another monkey of the same species. In experiments that 
controlled for other factors, early findings demonstrated that a mirror neuron response did not 
occur when a monkey saw another monkey by itself or a relevant object separate from another 
monkey. Moreover, mirror neuron activation was notably less significant when a monkey would 
perform mimicking actions without the relevant object. Overall, the relational aspect of the 
action between a monkey and an item appeared to be the most important in prompting mirror 
neuron activation. Rather than a solely visual representation of an observed behavior, embedded 
motor schema appear crucial to the activation of mirror neuron systems in F5.  
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Two significant viewpoints emerged regarding the origin of mirror neurons: an 
associative hypothesis and a genetic hypothesis. Heyes (2013) examines both perspectives and 
analyzes the evidence for each, describing the genetic hypothesis as the longstanding standard 
explanation of mirror neuron origin and function. According to this hypothesis, evolutionary 
factors resulted in the tendency of mirror neurons to fire when a monkey engages in an action or 
observes a similar action. In this hypothesis, their presence is evolutionarily advantageous in 
social primates due to the facilitation of action understanding. Not only can mirror neurons result 
in action understanding, but they developed specifically for that purpose. Another major 
hypothesis, the associative one, does not merge the evolutionary origin and function of mirror 
neurons. Instead, the associative hypothesis emphasizes sensorimotor associative learning as a 
process that provides particular neurons with a capacity for mirroring. According to Heyes, the 
evidence currently points to the associative hypothesis rather than the genetic one as the best 
explanation for the development of mirror neurons. Heyes also argues that the associative 
hypothesis appears to be stronger than hybrid models that claim mirror neurons develop through 
a combination of associative learning and evolutionary adaptation.  
In an earlier study, Heyes (2010) examined this debate over the origin of mirror neurons, 
exploring the merits of the argument that mirror neurons are byproducts of associative learning 
versus the view that they are an evolutionary adaptation designed for action understanding. 
While both the associative learning and evolutionary adaptation hypotheses appear plausible on 
the surface, Heyes argued that the associative hypothesis has several strengths compared to the 
adaptation hypothesis. The first strength is the associative learning approach’s ability to provide 
a testable explanation for differences between monkeys and humans that have been cited as 
evidence against the existence of mirror neurons in humans. Secondly, this hypothesis is 
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consistent with current research that indicates mirror neurons are not a dominant component in 
action understanding but still play an important role in social cognition. Finally, the associative 
learning hypothesis appears to be supported by research indicating that sensorimotor learning 
contributes to the ongoing development of mirror neuron systems throughout the lifespan. These 
findings seem to indicate that mirror neuron systems originate from sensorimotor experiences 
over the course of a primate’s life, including and perhaps especially through interactions with 
other primates of the same species, rather than being genetically innate. 
What do Mirror Neurons do? 
In addition to forming hypotheses about the origin of mirror neurons, research since the 
1980s has delved into their specific functions. In his review of mirror neuron research history, 
Iacoboni (2009a) also explores possibilities regarding the function of mirror neurons. He notes 
that the initial hypothesis about their function pertained to action recognition, where premotor 
neurons fire both when carrying out an action and observing another individual carrying out the 
same action. This creates a monkey see, monkey do neural mechanism that allows an individual 
to recognize an action carried out by someone else. However, in this historical review, Iacaboni 
notes that later research evolved beyond the initial monkey see, monkey do understanding of 
mirror neuron functionality towards the possibility that mirror neurons make up complex neural 
systems that encode information about the perceptual and motor aspects of actions carried out by 
individuals and those they observe. Here, Iacaboni makes a distinction between mirror neurons 
that are strictly congruent and those that are broadly congruent. One-third of mirror neurons fall 
into the strictly congruent category, firing only when the action observed in others is precisely 
the same as the observing individual’s action. A two-thirds majority of mirror neurons, however, 
are broadly congruent. These broadly congruent mirror neurons fire for individual and observed 
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actions that do not have to be the same but can simply reach the same goal or be related in a 
somewhat less direct way. Broadly congruent mirror neurons may allow for more nuanced 
encoding of action recognition, perhaps generating the flexibility that is often vital to social 
interactions.  
Gallese and Goldman (1998) describe mind reading and learning via imitation as two 
possible primary functions of mirror neurons. In terms of learning through imitation, they note 
that learning a new motor skill often necessitates a training phase that involves the replication of 
an instructor’s movements. Given the efficacy of this learning strategy, mirror neurons could be 
a mechanism for learning by imitation. Mind reading refers to a role for mirror neurons in 
developing theory of mind, wherein an individual understands that others experience their own 
cognitive and emotional states. This could prove advantageous since by being able to determine 
the intentions of another individual, a primate may be able to anticipate the resulting actions of 
that fellow member of their species. Accurately identifying whether another’s actions or inner 
processes are prosocial, threatening, or even just neutral can help an individual formulate an 
effective response. 
Kohler et al. (2002) explore an auditory role for mirror neurons in understanding the 
actions of others, observing that many actions can be recognized by their distinct sounds. Their 
study found premotor cortex neurons in monkeys that fire when a monkey engages in a particular 
action as well as when the monkey hears a sound related to that action. Also, these neurons 
behaved like other mirror neurons by firing when the monkey observed the action. These mirror 
neurons could be considered audiovisual since they responded to actions regardless of whether 
the animal saw or heard them. Kohler et al. speculated that audiovisual mirror neurons could 
have played a role in the origin of language by relating meaningful actions to their auditory 
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characteristics. Of note, the mirror neuron inhabited F5 region of the macaque brain is 
homologous to Broca’s area in the human brain, a structure vital to language comprehension. 
A study by Ferrari et al. (2003) further elaborated on the macaque brain premotor 
cortex’s F5 area as homologous to the human brain’s Broca’s area, focusing on the role of its 
mirror neurons in communication. In this paper, the authors noted that most previous research on 
mirror neurons concentrated on hand movements by monkeys, while their own findings built a 
case for mirror neurons also having a role in understanding mouth movements. This study found 
that approximately one-third of these neurons fire when the monkey sees another monkey’s 
mouth movements. A majority, however, specifically fired for ingestive behaviors involving 
food. Mouth motor neurons fired most often when the monkey observed another monkey making 
communicative mouth gestures such as lip-smacking. Some also fired when a monkey made its 
own communicative gestures. Overall, this study expanded the role of mirror neurons from 
understanding hand gestures to understanding mouth ones as well, suggesting that Area F5, 
homologous to Broca’s area in humans, plays an important role in communication. Comparing 
their results to other literature, Ferrari et al. speculated that mouth mirror neurons might explain 
the origins of vocal communication. 
Debate continues over the significance of these findings on the functions of mirror 
neurons. For example, Jacob (2008) replied to the Gallese and Goldman (1998) study’s 
conclusion that mirror neurons represent a form of mind reading ultimately responsible for 
theory of mind. According to Jacob, the evidence for this level of cognitive sophistication in 
macaque monkeys is far from conclusive. Additionally, according to his critique, the motor 
resonance generated by mirror neuron systems do not allow an observer to comprehend another 
individual’s prior intentions. Instead, Jacob posits that mirror neurons comprise a predictive 
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system that combines observation of a present motor action with contextual cues to understand 
another party’s future intentions. However, Jacob notes that this stricter interpretation of mirror 
neuron data does not necessarily negate a role for mirror neurons in the development of social 
cognition. If mirror neurons can influence an observer’s ability to predict future motor acts by 
another party based on information about their present motor actions, they are still playing an 
important role in developing social cognition. 
Uithol et al. (2011) provide yet another angle on the functions of mirror neuron systems. 
First, their paper argues that single neuron recordings in monkey brains have provided 
substantial evidence of a premotor cortex mirror system role in action understanding. Translating 
this evidence to humans, neuroimaging and behavioral experiments support the possibility of 
similar mirror neuron systems in human brains. Although the data from single neuron recordings 
in monkeys appears strong, interpretation of this data has been the subject of debate. Uithol et al. 
combine this data with a theoretical analysis of the mirroring process to determine whether the 
existence of a mirror system could logically explain cognitive functions. In their view, mirror 
neuron systems acting by themselves can only explain relatively low-level action recognition. 
The higher level of abstraction that occurs in humans necessitates the involvement of non-
mirroring processes and therefore cannot be explained by mirror systems alone. However, their 
analysis does not discount the role of mirror neurons entirely and argues for an integration of 
mirror systems and non-mirroring processes to explain higher level abstraction.  
Current Direction of Research: Mirror Neurons in Humans 
As discussed in the previous section, while researchers have debated the precise role and 
function of mirror neurons, the overall consensus points to an essential contribution by mirror 
neurons to social cognition. Given that research into their role in monkeys may have significant 
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implications for understanding social cognition, more recent research has attempted to 
demonstrate their existence in humans. The primary method of investigating mirror neuron 
existence and function in humans involves comparing neuroimaging results in humans to 
predictions about the possible location and activity of mirror neurons. For example, Kilner et al. 
(2010) investigated the presence of mirror neurons in the inferior frontal gyrus, the location of 
Broca’s area and homolog to area F5 of the macaque brain. The study incorporated a repetition 
suppression paradigm involving two tasks, a precision grip and an index finger pull, with fMRI. 
In repetition suppression, neuronal activity decreases when a stimulus is repeated. The study 
participants were asked to either execute the precision grip or finger pulling activity or observe a 
video of another person engaging in the activity. fMRI data from the inferior frontal gyrus found 
repetition suppression in the inferior frontal gyrus when the action carried out by a participant 
was followed by observation of the same action rather than a different one. Response 
suppression also occurred when the observed action was followed by the execution of the same 
action rather than a different one. Kilner et al. found this pattern of responses to be consistent 
with their predictions based on a mirror neuron model, concluding that their results constituted 
evidence of the existence of mirror neurons in the human inferior frontal gyrus. 
Similarly, Hamzei et al. (2016) also used fMRI data to collect evidence for the presence 
of mirror neurons in the human inferior frontal gyrus. In this study, they used fMRI data to 
examine action observation and imitation, involving a grasping task, in a sample group of 102 
participants. The study analyzed connections between mirror neuron areas of the inferior frontal 
gyrus and other parts of the human brain, specifically the postcentral gyrus (called by its less 
common name, the post-Rolandic area, in the paper), a region that includes the primary 
somatosensory cortex. Using the two-stream/dual-loop model, the study’s results found that 
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action observation accompanied by imitation arose from the dorsal stream from Brodmann Area 
(BA) 44 in Broca’s area. This also involved ventral and dorsal connections from BA45, also 
located in Broca’s area, to the postcentral gyrus. Hamzei et al. (2016) concluded that these 
regions of Broca’s area might be a crucial point where mirror neuron systems of the inferior 
frontal gyrus connect to the dual-loop system. Mirror neuron systems, in other words, appear to 
be intricately linked to other important sensory systems of the brain.  
In a broad review of the literature on the evidence for mirror neurons in the human brain, 
Kilner and Lemon (2013) found evidence of mirror neurons throughout the premotor and 
primary motor cortices and in various parts of the parietal lobe. The research reviewed in this 
paper primarily employed neuroimaging of the human brain and found neuronal activity during 
action observation in areas of the human brain homologous to regions of the macaque monkey 
brain where mirror neurons were discovered. This overlap appears to indicate the presence of 
mirror neurons in humans. However, the review also points out a notable caveat to many studies 
pointing to the existence of mirror neuron systems in humans—the lack of single neuron 
recordings, due to ethical considerations, that can confirm mirror neuron existence in humans 
with the precision used on monkeys. Of note, one study (Mukamel et al. 2010) cited in the 
review involved single neuron recordings in neurosurgical patients who also consented to be 
research participants and demonstrated mirror neuron activity like what has been found in 
macaque single neuron recordings. These recordings found this activity in temporal lobe 
structures and the medial frontal cortex.  
Specifically, this single neuron study by Mukamel et al. (2010) exposed 21 epilepsy 
neurosurgery patients to movies with facial expressions (frowns and smiles) and hand actions. 
The specific neurosurgical needs of each patient constrained where Mukamel et al. could place 
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electrodes and search for mirror neuron activities. This limitation caused the study to focus on 
mirror neuron activity in areas of the human brain not previously hypothesized to be inhabited by 
mirror neurons. However, single neuron recordings in these areas demonstrated firing during 
observation and execution of the same actions, similar to mirror neuron activity in monkeys. 
These neurons were in the medial frontal lobe (supplementary motor area) and medial temporal 
lobe (hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, and entorhinal cortex). Not only was the existence 
of mirror neurons confirmed via single neuron recordings like those performed on monkeys, but 
the results indicated that mirror neuron systems are far more widely dispersed in the brain than 
previously thought. Mukamel et al. also reported finding anti-mirror neurons that fired when an 
individual performed an action but exhibited reduced activity when the individual observed 
someone else performing that action. 
Binder et al. (2017) employed a different method, lesion evidence, to obtain support for 
the existence of mirror neurons in humans. The study compared the ability to imitate, recognize, 
and comprehend meaningful intransitive (social) gestures in participants from three groups: left 
hemisphere stroke patients with apraxia, left hemisphere stroke patients without apraxia, and 
healthy controls. Results indicated that apraxic patients performed worse in all three abilities 
compared to the other two groups. No significant difference emerged between the non-apraxic 
stroke survivor group and the healthy control group. Compared to stroke survivors without 
apraxia, the apraxic patients had a more significant presence of lesions affecting areas of the 
frontoparietal network. More specifically, results found that lesions in anterior regions of this 
system appeared to result in gesture comprehension deficits, while lesions in the posterior parts 




This literature review defines mirror neurons as ones that fire during the performance of 
an action as well as when an individual observes another individual performing a similar action. 
Research in the early 1990s on macaque monkeys resulted in the discovery of mirror neurons. In 
these early studies, researchers noted the existence of neurons that fired when a monkey 
performed an action and also fired when a fellow monkey performed the same action. 
Specifically, these actions were purposeful and goal-directed hand actions such as grasping, 
holding, or manipulating an object. Building on this initial discovery, researchers delved further 
into the possible functions of mirror neurons, most notably mind reading and imitation. In terms 
of imitation, mirror neurons appear to facilitate learning new motor actions by observing and 
then attempting to replicate another individual’s movements. Beyond motor learning, mirror 
neurons also may facilitate mind reading by enabling an individual to build a representation of 
another individual’s mental state and intentions. By enabling this understanding, mirror neuron 
mind reading could be at the root of theory of mind and social cognition. However, debate 
continues regarding the specific functions of motor neurons. Despite this ongoing debate, the 
notion that they play an essential role in social cognition appears to be an emerging consensus. 
Recent research has begun to establish the existence of mirror neurons in humans via inference 
from imaging and lesion studies as well as through direct single neuron recordings similar to 
those initially used with macaque monkeys. Additionally, current findings appear to indicate the 
presence of mirror neuron networks in a variety of regions of the human brain in addition to 




Literature Review on the Neurobiology of PTSD 
This section provides a review of the literature on various aspects of the neurobiology of 
PTSD, examining how the brain is impacted by PTSD and the implications of research in this 
area for clinical practice. As in the previous chapter, this chapter concludes with a literature table 
providing an overview of the findings in the examined studies. In the same fashion as the 
literature review on mirror neurons, the sources reviewed in this literature review of PTSD 
neurobiology are derived from various databases, sites, and catalogs, including the PsycINFO 
electronic database, the PsycARTICLES electronic database, Google Scholar, the PubMed 
electronic database, the ScienceDirect electronic database, and university library catalog 
holdings. The search terms used in identifying and selecting relevant research are neurobiology 
of PTSD, posttraumatic stress disorder, PTSD, trauma responses, combat veterans, and 
neurobiology of trauma. The sources employed are restricted to those published within the last 
decade, which helps ensure the works reviewed are up-to-date. 
Neurobiological Aberrations and Alterations in PTSD 
PTSD is defined in the DSM-5 as exposure to severe trauma (e.g., death, serious 
violence, sexual trauma) followed by intrusive symptoms, avoidance of stimuli reminiscent of 
the trauma, negative alterations of cognition and mood, alterations in arousal or reactivity, a 
duration of a month or more, significant distress, and not the result of a substance or medication. 
As Krystal and Neumeister (2009) note, the etiology of PTSD is unclear in many ways. To 
provide etiological clarity, Krystal and Neumeister analyzed two and a half decades of PTSD 
literature in an effort to bridge research in psychopathology and neurobiology with effective 
clinical treatment. Citing survey findings from the United States that indicate the probability of 
trauma exposure leading to PTSD is about 10%, the review examines research on the 
neurobiology of trauma resilience and PTSD vulnerability. Anatomically, interactions between 
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the amygdala and other regions of the brain (most notably the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, 
hippocampus, and anterior cingulate cortex) appear to be important to understanding PTSD 
neurophysiology. Specifically, amygdala response to threat-related stimuli is heightened by a 
traumatic experience. This response combined with a reduction in function in the ventromedial 
prefrontal cortex, a region vital to emotional regulation, leads to the appearance of characteristic 
PTSD symptoms. In terms of neurochemistry, a disruption of this frontal control over limbic 
response is associated with increased mesolimbic dopamine transmission along with increased 
prefrontal norepinephrine and serotonin transmission. According to Krystal and Neumeister, a 
greater understanding of this pathophysiology will be vital to developing effective treatment of 
PTSD. 
Garfinkel and Liberzon (2009) build on this conceptualization of PTSD as a heightened 
response to threat-related stimuli by arguing that this does not account for other common 
characteristics of PTSD such as avoidance, numbing, fear generalization, vulnerability, or 
resilience factors. Their review of PTSD research focuses on neuroimaging studies in an attempt 
to understand the functional neuroanatomy of PTSD. Overall, their findings align with Krystal 
and Neumeister (2009) by implicating activity in the amygdala, hippocampus, medial prefrontal 
cortex (mPFC), and nucleus accumbens in PTSD. Garfinkel and Liberzon attempt to correlate 
disruptions in these structures and their connections with common PTSD phenomena other than 
heightened threat response. For example, since the mPFC is vital to emotional regulation, they 
speculate that disruptions in the mPFC could underly the emotional numbing and avoidance 
often found in PTSD. 
In a meta-analysis of functional neuroimaging studies, Patel et al. (2012) provide further 
analysis of the possible functional neuroanatomy of PTSD. They note that the past two decades 
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of research in this area includes findings that are not always consistent with each other, leading 
to multiple models of PTSD neurocircuitry. This analysis raises the possibility that, given 
evidence pointing to the role of interacting neural networks in cognition and behavior, PTSD 
could be understood through dysfunction in large-scale and distributed networks rather than 
being pinpointed to individual brain structures in isolation. The meta-analysis utilized activation 
likelihood estimates to quantify results from functional neuroimaging studies that included 
trauma-exposed and non-trauma control groups in addition to participants with PTSD. Results 
found PTSD to be associated with hyperactivity in the amygdala and hippocampus, and 
hypoactivity in the mPFC. Additionally, Patel et al. found functional alterations in PTSD to be 
consistent with the triple network model, a theory of the role of large-scale brain networks in 
psychiatric disorders which consists of the default mode network, salience network, and central 
executive network. 
Sripada et al. (2012) hypothesized that the default mode network and salience network 
might play a role in the heightened threat sensitivity and disrupted attention often seen in PTSD. 
In this study, they measured resting state brain activity in Iraq and Afghanistan veterans with 
PTSD as well as in two control groups, Iraq and Afghanistan combat veterans without PTSD and 
healthy civilian controls. Compared to both control groups, individuals in the PTSD group 
displayed reduced levels of functional connectivity in the default mode network, most 
significantly in the rostral anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)/ventromedial prefrontal cortex 
(vmPFC) and the hippocampus. In the salience network, most significantly the amygdala, 
participants from the PTSD group displayed heightened connectivity compared to individuals 
from the two control groups. The study also found higher cross-network connectivity between 
the default mode network and salience network in the PTSD group compared to the control 
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groups. Sripada et al. concluded that threat-sensitive circuits are relatively dominant among 
individuals with PTSD, even in a resting state. Thus, the large-scale neural network 
pathophysiology of PTSD may hinge on disequilibrium between the salience network and the 
default mode network. 
In addition to dysregulation of internal networks, another aspect of PTSD neurobiology, 
as noted in Medina (2008), could be the specific characteristics of the external precipitant. Since 
not every person who experiences a traumatic event develops symptoms of PTSD, perhaps the 
interactions between the nature and duration of external stressors and individual capacity to 
manage them determine their psychiatric impact. While each individual’s level of stress or 
trauma tolerance may vary, an individual can recover from stress that is either acute and of brief 
duration (e.g., fight or flight provoked in early humans by a saber-toothed tiger) or moderate 
since stress hormones are produced for only brief periods or in moderate amounts. However, 
ongoing acute stress (e.g., lengthy combat experiences) releases stress hormones over longer 
periods of time, causing neurotoxic results.   
Goodman et al. (2012) observe that stress does not affect all neural networks the same, 
noting that stress and anxiety can enhance habit (unconscious or instinctual) memory (which is 
dorsal striatal-dependent) at the expense of cognitive (declarative) memory (which is 
hippocampal-dependent). The paper analyzes this in rats, finding that anxiety produced in rats by 
intra-amygdala or peripheral infusions of anxiety-inducing drugs impairs cognitive memory but 
enhances habit memory. Specifically, when given a task that could be solved by either habit or 
cognitive memory, the anxious rats favored a solution rooted in habit memory. The amygdala 
appears to mediate the choice of memory processes. During intense emotional arousal, such as in 
situations of stress and anxiety, amygdala activation seems to favor habit memory and override 
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solutions based on the deliberate learning that characterizes cognitive memory. Goodman et al. 
propose that this mechanism may explain PTSD symptoms such as the recurrence of vivid 
memories of trauma in the presence of relevant stimuli even when an individual cannot 
consciously recall details via cognitive memory. This suggests a role for the basal ganglia’s 
striatum, which is implicated in habit memory, in the flashbacks sometimes experienced in 
PTSD. 
Liberzon and Abelson (2016) examine contextual processing as an explanatory 
mechanism for some of the symptoms of PTSD. Contextual processing is a mechanism by which 
an organism can distinguish between multiple environmental cues and incorporate situation-
specific understanding into its understanding of a situation. As the study notes, in terms of 
neurocircuitry, it is a process in which a hippocampal-prefrontal-thalamic circuit modulates 
environmental understanding. Liberzon and Abelson conclude that dysregulation of this 
contextual processing mechanism may be a notable factor in the pathophysiology of PTSD. 
Specifically, deficits in contextual processing may lead to false or exaggerated threat detection, 
abnormal increases in fear learning, and other emotional dysregulated symptoms of PTSD due to 
poorly modulated emotional responses to environmental cues. 
In the DSM-5, “PTSD with Dissociative Symptoms” was added as a subtype of PTSD. 
Lanius et al. (2010) provide a summary of the symptoms and neurobiological features that 
distinguish dissociative type PTSD from PTSD’s more common presentation. While 70% of 
individuals with PTSD have hyperarousal responses to trauma-related stimuli, 30% experience 
symptoms of dissociation instead. In contrast to the undermodulation of affect characteristic of 
most PTSD, in the dissociative type overmodulation takes place. As previously noted, the 
hyperarousal characteristic of most PTSD cases appears related to the disruption of frontal 
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control of limbic response. The dissociative subtype, however, is associated with strong frontal 
inhibition of limbic response, leading to the extreme emotional disconnection experienced in 
dissociative states. This distinction highlights that the neurobiological underpinnings and 
subjective experience of PTSD can vary considerably between individuals and points to the need 
for clinical interventions that take the dissociative type into account. 
Daniels et al. (2010) compared differences in resting state connectivity and working 
memory between people with PTSD and healthy controls. This study used fMRI to analyze 
functional connectivity while an individual switches between a working memory task and a 
resting state. fMRI results found that during the working memory task, the control group had 
significantly stronger connectivity than the PTSD group in the salience network and executive 
networks. The PTSD group, however, had stronger connectivity within the default mode 
network. These results indicated that healthy controls were able to shift from the default mode 
network into the networks necessary to perform a working memory task, whereas individuals 
with PTSD had significant difficulty doing so. This predominance of the default mode network 
and problems switching from it into other networks when appropriate appears to be a 
characteristic of how PTSD may affect an individual’s interaction with the environment. 
Other PTSD research has focused on the neurobiology of specific symptoms of the 
disorder. For example, Frewen et al. (2012) focus on emotional numbing in PTSD and its neural 
correlates. In this study, women with PTSD and a control group of women without trauma 
history underwent fMRI scans while performing emotional imagery tasks. Participants rated their 
level of emotional numbing on a 0 to 10 scale, with 10 being the highest level of emotional 
numbing. Among the study participants with PTSD, emotional numbing symptoms were 
associated with lower positive affect in response to emotionally positive audio vignettes than in 
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the control group. In terms of fMRI data, lower activation occurred in the dorsomedial prefrontal 
cortex among women with PTSD during both positive and negative imagery in vignettes of 
social scenarios. In the control group, emotional numbing symptoms were associated with 
greater activation in the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex during both positive and negative 
vignettes. Frewen et al. concluded that these findings suggest the lower medial prefrontal cortex 
response in the PTSD group may indicate deficits in the conscious and reflective processing of 
emotions among individuals with PTSD. 
Tursich et al. (2015) examined the symptoms of PTSD by focusing on PTSD’s symptom 
clusters: re-experiencing, hyperarousal, and avoidance/numbing, as well as the 
depersonalization/derealization found in the dissociative subtype. To determine whether 
disruptions to major large-scale brain networks (specifically the default mode network, salience 
network, and central/executive network) exist in individuals with PTSD, the study examined 
resting state fMRI data. Significant findings existed for hyperarousal and dissociative symptoms. 
Results indicated that hyperarousal symptoms were associated with decreased connectivity in the 
salience network, specifically in the posterior insula and superior temporal gyrus. The 
dissociative subtype’s depersonalization and derealization symptoms were associated with 
reduced connectivity in the default mode network, specifically between the ventromedial 
prefrontal cortex and the cingulate cortex, as well as between the default mode network and the 
central executive network. 
Steuwe et al. (2014) examined a common interpersonal experience, direct eye contact, in 
survivors of prolonged child abuse with PTSD and in a healthy control group. In healthy 
individuals, direct eye contact activates subcortical pathways that modulate cortical areas 
associated with mentalization and other forms of social cognition. Researchers presented both 
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groups with three-dimensional virtual characters on a computer screen that expressed happy, 
angry, or neutral facial expressions and either gave a direct or averted gaze. fMRI scans were 
used to analyze participant responses to the character expressions and eye contact. Irrespective of 
the character’s emotion, direct gaze elicited heightened activation in subcortical structures of 
participants with PTSD. Specifically, increased activity occurred in the brainstem’s locus 
coeruleus, a nucleus of the pons associated with stress and panic responses. Heightened activity 
also appeared in midbrain structures, the superior colliculus, and periaqueductal gray, also 
involved in anxiety response. The control group, however, demonstrated increased cortical 
activity, specifically in the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, left temporoparietal junction, and right 
temporal pole. In addition to the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex’s role in theory of mind and other 
aspects of social cognition, the right temporal pole is often associated with mentalization. The 
left temporoparietal junction contains Wernicke’s Area, vital to language comprehension. Taken 
together, their activation demonstrates cortical involvement in social understanding among 
healthy individuals, while individuals in PTSD appear to react to eye contact based on deeper 
subcortical stress and anxiety responses. Steuwe et al. hypothesized that these midbrain and 
brainstem structures make up a neural alarm system. The activation of this alarm system in 
individuals with PTSD during a common social action like eye contact may shed light on larger 
social or relational problems. 
Neurobiology and Other Contributing Factors to PTSD 
The neurobiological factors mentioned in the preceding section appear to interact with 
other influences in PTSD. Noting that trauma does not always lead to the development of PTSD, 
Jovanovic and Ressler (2010) examine the mediating factors behind trauma resilience and PTSD 
risk. In this paper, the authors describe how genetic and neurobiological factors interact with 
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environmental factors, such as childhood experiences, to determine an individual’s trauma 
resilience and vulnerability to PTSD. Conceptualizing the inability to control fear as a critical 
aspect of PTSD development, the authors recap the neural circuits leading to fear regulation and 
dysregulation. The neurobiology of fear response interacts with childhood, social, and other 
environmental factors to determine whether trauma results in PTSD. 
Skelton et al. (2012) also examine the interaction of neurobiological factors with 
environmental ones to heighten the risk of developing PTSD. In addition to identifying similar 
neural pathways relevant to PTSD as other studies, Skelton et al. discuss the potential for a 
genetic component for developing the disorder. They cite findings from multiple family and twin 
studies that find approximately 30% of the variance in PTSD vulnerability to be heritable. 
Although the specific gene interactions responsible for increased risk remain the subject of 
debate, studies have examined how genetic polymorphisms could be triggered under specific 
environmental conditions to produce either PTSD resilience or vulnerability. Epigenetic 
modification may also prove promising in shaping the interaction between environmental factors 
and gene expression. Ultimately, understanding PTSD on a genetic level and environmental 
expression of genetic factors may prove vital to future treatment. 
 At times, PTSD is comorbid with other psychiatric or medical conditions, complicating 
potential treatment options. Scioli-Salter et al. (2015), for example, examine the neurobiology of 
PTSD and chronic pain, noting that the comorbidity of the conditions involves greater pain, 
emotional distress, and disability than each of the disorders alone. According to the study, neural 
circuits implicated in threat detection and thus involved in PTSD overlap with those involving 
pain. Additionally, individuals with PTSD and chronic pain share reduced levels of 
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neuropeptides (neuropeptide Y) and neuroactive steroids (ALLO) with anti-stress and pain-
reducing properties.  
PTSD’s neurobiology can inform clinical treatment, as Lanius et al. (2011) note in their 
application of social cognitive and affective neuroscience (SCAN) to PTSD treatment. Their 
literature review found applications to clinical practice, most notably interventions focused on 
emotional/self-awareness, emotion regulation, social-emotional processing, and self-referential 
processing. The study notes that the interconnections of the neural networks implicated in PTSD 
may explain how one problem common in PTSD, such as difficulty in emotional awareness, may 
relate to another deficit, such as in self-referential processing. Since these impairments manifest 
in multiple social and affective areas, the study notes, treatment of PTSD should focus on 
interpersonal and emotional challenges in addition to the traditional focus on processing the 
traumatic experience and memories of it. 
Summary 
 Considerable attention has been devoted to the neurobiology of PTSD in recent years, as 
demonstrated in this chapter. While specific structures of the brain, such as the amygdala, 
ventromedial prefrontal cortex, hippocampus, and anterior cingulate cortex, appear to play a role 
in PTSD, recent research has often focused on the involvement of large-scale neural networks. 
Specific symptoms and subtypes of PTSD also appear to have a neurobiological component. 
However, even though many people experience trauma over the course of their lifetime, not all 
trauma survivors develop PTSD. Therefore, recent studies have also examined factors related to 
resilience and risk in PTSD, analyzing the intersection of childhood and present environmental 
factors and other influences with underlying neurobiology. The impact of neurobiological factors 
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also appears to be a contributor to interpersonal deficits, pointing to the need for a greater 




Literature Review on Relationship Problems in People with PTSD 
This chapter provides a review of the literature on relational dysfunction in people with 
PTSD. As in the previous chapters, this chapter concludes with a literature table providing an 
overview of the findings in the examined studies. The sources reviewed are obtained using 
similar databases and sites as the preceding chapters. The search terms employed in identifying 
relevant scholarly works primarily revolve around posttraumatic stress disorder accompanied by 
relational dysfunction, relationship problems, social dysfunction, trauma responses, intimate 
relationships, domestic violence, combat related trauma, and impact of combat. The sources 
employed are restricted to those published within the last decade, helping ensure the works 
reviewed are up to date. 
The Nature of Interpersonal Challenges in PTSD 
Beginning by noting the high prevalence of PTSD in Iraq and Afghanistan veterans, Tsai 
et al. (2012) investigated the factors that may mediate the relation between PTSD and various 
aspects of social functioning. Their study examined 164 patients at the Connecticut V.A. one 
year or less after the end of a deployment to Iraq or Afghanistan. These participants were 
screened for PTSD and filled out surveys about partner and family relationships, life satisfaction, 
coping, and social support. 52% of the participants screened positive for PTSD. Among those 
who screened positive for PTSD, the study found greater relationship difficulty with romantic 
partners, lower social support and family cohesion, worse social functioning in general, and 
lower overall life satisfaction compared to other Iraq and Afghanistan veterans. The association 
between PTSD and lower social functioning was mediated by such factors as lower community-
based social support, few secure relationships, excessive worry, and reduced ability to accept 
changes in life. A combination of greater cognitive social avoidance and lower availability of 
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secure relationships mediated the correlation between PTSD and greater relationship difficulty. 
Tsai et al. concluded that clinical interventions should target these mediating factors to improve 
social functioning in veterans with PTSD.  
Erbes et al. (2011) examined the prevalence of interpersonal challenges in a study of 313 
married or partnered Iraq War National Guard combat veterans. This assessment involved the 
administration of questionnaires (the Abbreviated Dyadic Adjustment Scale and the Navy 
Quality of Life Survey) and a PTSD screener at two points in time: two to three months after 
returning from deployment (Time 1) and one year after that (Time 2). At Time 1, 17% of 
participants screened positive for PTSD. Findings indicated that veterans who screened positive 
for PTSD reported lower relationship adjustment than those who screened negative for PTSD. 
After analyzing the data for Time 1, Erbes et al. identified dysphoria (generalized distress) as a 
latent variable and strongest independent contributor to predicting relationship adjustment. At 
Time 2, dysphoria indirectly predicted poor relationship adjustment. The study found notable 
gender differences among people with PTSD experiencing relationship problems, although the 
sample was majority male (89%). At Time 1, trauma-specific avoidance among female veterans 
was more highly related to relationship adjustment than among male veterans. Overall, the study 
found that emotional states categorized as dysphoria—anger, irritability, and emotional 
numbing—were contributors in both men and women with PTSD to relationship dysfunction. 
Nietlisbach et al. (2010) hypothesized that, in addition to DSM symptoms of PTSD, 
trauma might also cause impairments in empathic ability and in sharing affective, emotional, or 
cognitive states. This study examined a PTSD group and a healthy control group, each including 
16 participants, using a short testing battery. To assess empathic abilities, Nietlisbach et al. 
utilized a self-report measure of empathy as well as the Empathic Resonance Test, the Faux Pas 
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Test, and Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test. For nonsocial cognitive abilities, several common 
neuropsychological tests (Stroop, Verbal Fluency, and Five-Point tests) were utilized. Results 
indicated lower empathic resonance among participants in the PTSD group as well as a higher 
level of personal distress. The presence of any degree of PTSD appeared sufficient to result in 
lower empathic resonance, as the reported severity of PTSD symptoms did not correlate with 
impairments in empathic resonance. 
Solomon et al. (2008) investigated the association between marital intimacy and PTSD 
symptoms along with the role of self-disclosure and verbal violence in mediating the effects of 
PTSD symptoms of hyperarousal and avoidance on marital intimacy. This study was part of a 
longitudinal study of Israeli veterans of the 1973 Arab-Israeli War, with the previous study 
conducted in 1994. These 219 veterans were divided into two groups: veterans of the 1973 war 
who were POWs during the war (125) and those who were not (94). The veterans completed 
several questionnaires: the PTSD Inventory, Conflict Tactics Scale, Capacity for Intimacy 
Questionnaire, and the Self-Disclosure Index. The study found that the ex-POWs experienced 
higher levels of PTSD symptomology than the non-POWs as well as higher levels of verbal 
violence and lower levels of self-disclosure than the non-POW veterans. Additionally, in the ex-
POWs self-disclosure had a mediating effect on the association between PTSD avoidance and 
marital intimacy, while verbal aggression had an indirect effect on hyperarousal and marital 
intimacy. No significant correlation existed for non-POWs. The study concluded that verbal 
violence and self-disclosure are significant interpersonal factors in mediating PTSD symptoms 
and marital intimacy in former POWs. 
Using questionnaires designed to measure satisfaction in various areas of marriage, Allen  
et al. (2010) investigated marital dysfunction in people with PTSD. The 434 couples who 
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participated in the study consisted of active duty Army husbands and their civilian wives. The 
study examined the relationships between current PTSD symptoms, recent military deployment, 
and marital functioning. Results indicated that among the husbands deployed during the year 
prior to the study, current PTSD symptoms were higher than among those not as recently 
deployed. Current PTSD symptoms among husbands were also associated with several 
dimensions of marital problems. Specifically, for husbands as well as their wives, PTSD 
symptoms in the husbands were associated with lower marital satisfaction, confidence in the 
relationship, positive bonding between partners, parenting alliance, and even dedication to the 
marriage. Also, for both husbands and wives, increased negative communication was associated 
with current PTSD symptoms in the husbands. Higher PTSD symptoms in the husbands were 
also associated with husband experience of lower satisfaction with the level of sacrifice required 
in the marriage. Among the wives, when positive bonding, parenting alliance, and negative 
communication were controlled for, their marital satisfaction was no longer significantly 
associated with husband PTSD symptoms. However, when the same variables were controlled 
for among the husbands, marital satisfaction among the husbands was still significantly 
associated with their PTSD symptoms, albeit in a reduced fashion. 
Wolf et al. (2009) examined emotional numbing and negative emotional response in 
PTSD. The sample included 49 male veterans with PTSD and 75 veterans without PTSD. Of 
note, the overall sample contained 36 Vietnam War combat veterans (29%), 18 of whom met 
criteria for PTSD. Participants were shown a series of photographs, some depicting combat 
scenes from the Vietnam War and others taken from the International Affective Picture System. 
Participants rated their emotional responses to the pictures, which varied in their affective nature 
and trauma focus. Results indicated that compared to veterans without PTSD, the Vietnam 
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veterans with PTSD experienced greater negative emotional experience due to exposure to 
unpleasant imagery. The degree to which the photograph was related to trauma was a significant 
modifier of the image’s emotional effect, with trauma-related photos eliciting stronger emotional 
responses than other pictures. However, pleasant photographs generated a similar emotional 
response in PTSD as well as non-PTSD participants. In contrast, both the PTSD and non-PTSD 
groups showed equivalent response patterns to exposure to pleasant images. The study’s findings 
indicated that factors such as comorbid depression, the similarity of the combat images to a 
veteran’s individual combat experiences, or a veteran with PTSD’s level of combat exposure, 
suggesting that PTSD specifically was modulating emotional response in this study. 
Beck et al. (2009) expanded the study of interpersonal deficits in PTSD to a broader set 
of relationships, examining the influence of trauma on relationships with friends and family in 
addition to romantic partners. A sample of 109 people seeking mental health treatment following 
a serious motor vehicle accident completed a clinical interview and a battery of self-report 
measures of emotional functioning and social support. The clinical interview was structured via 
the Chronic Stress Interview (CSI), producing clinician ratings for comparison with the self-
report measures. The study utilized a hierarchical regression model to examine how PTSD 
symptoms (re-experiencing, avoidance, emotional numbing, and hyperarousal) affected 
relationship functioning. The effects of depression were also investigated. Clinical interview 
results from the CSI found that depression had a larger impact on interpersonal problems than 
PTSD. However, the self-report measures found a larger role for PTSD symptoms, specifically a 
significant impact of emotional numbing on emotional strain within relationships. Beck et al. 
concluded that comorbid PTSD and depression could have a powerful causal effect on 
interpersonal problems following a traumatic event such as a major motor vehicle accident. 
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Alderfer et al. (2009) broadened the demographics of relationship dynamics in PTSD to 
include adolescents. Specifically, they examined how family functioning relates to PTSD among 
adolescent survivors of childhood cancer. 144 families, consisting of adolescent cancer survivors 
one to twelve years post-treatment and their families, completed a multidimensional measure of 
family functioning (the Family Assessment Device). In addition, the adolescents underwent a 
structured diagnostic clinical interview. Within the families surveyed, 47% of adolescents, 30% 
of fathers, and 25% of mothers indicated poor family functioning via their Family Assessment 
Device results. In families where the adolescent met criteria for PTSD based on the diagnostic 
interview, poorer functioning was present than in other families. This manifested across multiple 
domains, including affective involvement, affective responsiveness, and problem solving. 75% 
of the adolescent cancer survivors with PTSD came from families with poor functioning–five 
times more likely than those without PTSD. Overall, the study concluded that family functioning 
appears to relate to PTSD symptoms among adolescent cancer survivors. 
Monson et al. (2012) provided a treatment-based approach to investigating PTSD and 
relational dysfunction in 46 American veterans with PTSD. This study sought to determine 
whether cognitive processing therapy (CPT) can improve social adjustment, social and leisure 
participation, family relationships, and work life, as well as whether improvement in these areas 
was related to the remission of PTSD symptoms. The results indicated that CPT improved social 
adjustment and family relationships in veterans with PTSD compared to a control group of 
veterans who remained on a waitlist for CPT treatment. Hierarchical multiple regression analyses 
found that improvement in social adjustment and housework adjustment among the veterans with 
PTSD were associated with improvements in PTSD symptoms. Improvements in social 
adjustment, housework adjustment, and family relationships were associated with a reduction in 
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the emotional numbing symptom of PTSD. The study concluded that these findings indicate that 
CPT may reduce PTSD symptoms by improving various social and family dimensions of life 
among veterans. 
Gewirtz et al. (2010) examined how changes in PTSD symptoms among 468 National 
Guard fathers impacted their perception of two primary dimensions in their relationships: post-
combat couple adjustment and parenting. This one-year longitudinal study utilized multiple 
clinical questionnaires to measure couple adjustment, parenting, social support, and alcohol use 
at intake and one year later. Results indicated that increased PTSD symptoms one year into the 
study were associated with lower post-combat couple adjustment and increased parenting 
challenges. PTSD symptoms were also associated with challenges in parenting even in the 
absence of an impact from the symptoms on couple adjustment. Gewirtz et al. concluded that the 
impact of PTSD on couple adjustment and parenting challenges will necessitate the development 
of clinical interventions specifically designed to target these areas. 
Taft et al. (2011) undertook a meta-analysis of previous empirical studies of correlations 
between PTSD symptoms and challenges within intimate relationships. The meta-analysis 
covered 31 studies and found medium-sized associations between PTSD and relationship 
problems that were higher in studies with military samples than in civilian ones. Medium-sized 
associations also existed between PTSD and the perpetration of both physical and psychological 
aggression within intimate relationships. Of note, the severity of PTSD symptoms and 
perpetration of physical aggression appeared to be correlated, indicating that seeing PTSD as a 
spectrum rather than a monolithic disorder could be a key to understanding its association with 




 In addition to intimate partner violence as described above, vicarious trauma can also 
impact the partners of individuals with PTSD. In a review of recent research, Monson et al. 
(2009) studied problems in the intimate relationships of veterans with PTSD and how they 
influence trauma recovery. In addition to analyzing the causal chain that sometimes leads from 
PTSD to intimate relationship problems, the review noted instances of vicarious traumatization 
in the partners of veterans with PTSD. This heightened psychological stress in the partner can, in 
turn, exacerbate the symptoms of PTSD in the initially traumatized individual. In such situations, 
causation appears to flow both ways within the relationship’s system. However, the study’s 
findings also highlighted the importance of social support in improved functioning in both 
partners. 
 Ray and Vanstone (2009) studied ten Canadian veterans experiencing PTSD as a result of 
deployment on United Nations (UN) peacekeeping missions to determine how PTSD impacts 
families and how supportive relationships may influence recovery from trauma. Based on 
interviews with the subjects, the authors examined the subjective experience of PTSD through 
the eyes of those suffering from it. In terms of family relationships, two major themes emerged. 
The first dealt with the impact of a veteran’s PTSD-induced emotional numbing or anger on 
family relationships. The second theme pertained to how emotional withdrawal from family 
support or the disruption of family relationships can make recovery from trauma more difficult. 
Given this potential dual directionality wherein PTSD can both cause relationship dysfunction 
and also be exacerbated by it, the study concludes by highlighting the need for clinical 
interventions that strengthen family support and interpersonal skills. 
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Dekel and Monson (2010) also highlighted the issue of vicarious traumatization through a 
review of previous research. The study notes that secondary traumatization in family, friends, 
and caregivers of individuals with PTSD can manifest through PTSD-like and other 
psychological symptoms such as intrusive imagery, emotional numbing, difficulty trusting 
others, and a heightened sense of vulnerability. Somatic symptoms, including headaches and 
breathing difficulty, are also common in people suffering from vicarious trauma. The authors 
attempt to explain this vicarious trauma by describing it as a process of traumatic 
countertransference that begins with attempts by loved ones to assist someone with PTSD. This 
can result in a form of empathic connection that leads to a significant other, friend, or family 
member taking on a traumatized person’s feelings, memories, and experiences as their own, 
resulting in an experience of PTSD symptoms. 
Charuvastra and Cloitre (2008) argue for a social ecology perspective on PTSD in which 
the social context of an individual drives symptomology. Reviewing a wide range of previous 
studies in fields ranging from attachment theory and social neuroscience to social support and 
family therapy, the authors note that PTSD resilience and vulnerability are highly related to 
social phenomena. Specifically, while relationship problems can develop following PTSD, the 
health of an individual’s interpersonal relationships and social support also play a role in whether 
PTSD develops in the first place. Although this bidirectional interaction between PTSD and 
relationship health makes ascribing causality to one or the other more complicated, it calls for 





 The studies examined in this chapter provide strong support to the existence of 
relationship dysfunction as a common challenge faced by individuals with PTSD. This 
dysfunction can present in a variety of ways, from emotional numbing to domestic violence. 
Recent literature also points to the existence of vicarious trauma in partners of people with 
PTSD, creating a further possibility of relationship challenges. Other angles covered in the 
literature of PTSD and relationships involve the importance of social support in determining 
resilience or vulnerability to PTSD. These findings have implications for clinical treatment, 
wherein a focus on interpersonal understanding (such as in areas modulated by mirror neuron 




Synthesis: Mirror Neurons and Relationship Dysfunction in PTSD 
The literature reviewed in this study has examined the existence and function of mirror 
neurons, the neurobiology of PTSD, and relationship dysfunction in PTSD. Specifically, the 
review sought to test the following hypotheses:  
• Hypothesis 1: Aberrations in mirror neuron systems contribute to the 
neurobiological basis of PTSD.  
• Hypothesis 2: Properly functioning mirror neuron systems can help decrease 
relationship dysfunction in PTSD.  
Overall, the literature establishes that: 
1. Based on research into non-human primates and more recent studies with humans, 
mirror neurons appear to be heavily involved in facilitating interpersonal 
understanding and empathy. Thus, they may play a key role in healthy relationships.  
2. Mirror neurons may be present in many brain regions and neural networks, including 
the premotor cortex, inferior parietal lobe, hippocampus, medial prefrontal cortex, 
and other structures and pathways. 
3. PTSD entails neurobiological aberrations affecting brain regions and circuitry in 
regions such as the amygdala, ventromedial prefrontal cortex, hippocampus, nucleus 
accumbens, anterior cingulate cortex, and major neural networks. 
4. Relationship problems and social dysfunction often appear in PTSD, with complex 
etiology and symptoms. 
The focus of this inquiry is in determining whether a connection may exist between 
aberrations in mirror neuron systems or their links to other areas of the brain and the 
interpersonal challenges often faced by people with PTSD. To do so, this chapter integrates 
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findings from the literature on both topics in addition to further studies directly related to the 
connection of mirror neurons, related large-scale neural networks, and relationship problems. 
This approach will analyze relationship dysfunction in PTSD in a way that can inform future 
directions for research and clinical practice.  
Mirror Neurons and the Neurobiology of PTSD 
The role of mirror neurons in establishing interpersonal understanding may reveal a role 
for them in the neurobiology of PTSD. A strong consensus in the literature reviewed establishes 
the role mirror neurons play in learning behavior through observation, which may have led to the 
development of empathy and theory of mind in humans. These human attributes, arguably 
traceable to mirror neurons, are essential components in the establishment and continuation of 
healthy interpersonal relationships. For example, previous research points to the possibility that 
mirror neuron systems were evolutionarily advantageous in social primates through the 
development of intersubjectivity (Iacoboni, 2009b). By doing so, mirror neurons contribute to a 
theory of mind in humans wherein one individual can gain insight into the existence and 
properties of another’s mind. Specifically, mirror neurons appear to play a role in understanding 
the intentions behind another’s actions and anticipating whether those actions are cooperative, 
threatening, or neutral. This ability proves to be advantageous by enabling an observer to plan an 
appropriate response based on this information about another’s intentions (Gallese & Goldman, 
1998). The existence of these mirror neuron functions and their role in interpersonal 
understanding may indicate that mirror neurons play a crucial part in human relationships 
(Binder et al., 2017). Given that the relationship dysfunction common in PTSD often involves a 
breakdown in interpersonal understanding, a connection may exist between relationship 
challenges in PTSD and aberrations in mirror neuron systems. If problems occur in mirror 
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neuron systems, the interpersonal understanding vital in successful relationships would likely be 
hindered. 
Nietlisbach and Maercker (2009) examine the social neuroscience of PTSD, including the 
role of mirror neurons. In their paper, they note that mirror neurons may provide humans with 
the ability to share complex psychological states via emotional contagion. Through emotional 
contagion, humans can share the affective experience of another individual, often leading first to 
unconscious mimicry and then to synchronization of feelings between multiple people. These 
experiences appear to facilitate successful social interactions. Nietlisbach and Maercker continue 
by relating specific PTSD symptoms to particular social attributes. For example, their analysis 
associates emotional numbing and avoidance with empathy. In emotional numbing, detachment 
and feelings of alienation or indifference concerning others can lead to reduced empathy. The 
withdrawal from social interaction characteristic of avoidance can also damage the capacity for 
empathy due to isolation from interpersonal communication.  
Similarly, hyperarousal and dissociation are associated with emotional resonance. 
Through the increased irritability and anger that characterize hyperarousal in PTSD or the 
decompensation that can result from dissociation, emotional resonance becomes difficult as 
affective states not conducive to shared experience occur. Given that mirror neuron systems play 
a foundational role in empathy and emotional resonance, disruptions in mirror neuron systems 
may contribute to difficulty in social interactions that involve empathy and emotional resonance. 
In their previously cited study of empathic impairment in PTSD, Nietlisbach et al. (2010) 
expand on the definition of empathy, noting that it comprises several functions: empathic 
resonance, cognitive empathy, and emotional empathy. The authors note that empathic resonance 
is rooted in mirror neuron systems which, beginning from a foundation of mirroring motor 
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movements, build to more complex experiences of empathic resonance. As Nietlisbach et al. 
found in their study, the shared emotional states made possible through empathic resonance can 
be disrupted in PTSD. Similarly, Ursano et al. (2009) note that the cognitive process of 
identification in humans may be a function of mirror neuron activity. Identification with others 
appears to contribute to emotional regulation, especially regarding interpersonal relationships. 
Problems in this process of identification, suggestive of disrupted mirror neuron activity, may 
lead to interpersonal challenges associated with PTSD and trauma-induced chronic stress. 
The connection between mirror neuron functions and the relationship problems common 
in PTSD may also be found in the vicarious trauma experienced by loved ones of individuals 
with PTSD. As noted earlier, vicarious trauma appears to be rooted in a deep empathic 
connection with the traumatized person whereby symptoms similar to PTSD manifest in the 
loved ones of an individual with PTSD through emotional resonance. In addition to PTSD 
symptoms such as intrusive imagery, emotional numbing, difficulty trusting others, and a 
heightened sense of vulnerability, vicarious trauma can also result in headaches, breathing 
difficulty, and other somatic experiences (Dekel & Monson, 2010; Monson et al., 2009). This 
emotional resonance creating a shared experience of trauma appears suggestive of mirroring, 
indicating a possible role for mirror neuron systems in the creation of vicarious trauma. 
Beyond such inferences, however, the structural overlap between mirror neuron systems 
and the brain regions implicated in PTSD helps establish the connection between mirror neurons 
and relationship problems in PTSD. The literature on mirror neurons previously reviewed in this 
study documented their presence in various regions of the brain. Some of these regions were also 
highlighted in the research reviewed on the neuroanatomy of PTSD and may be involved in the 
interpersonal challenges faced by individuals with PTSD. This neuroanatomical overlap suggests 
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aberrant activity in mirror neuron systems may manifest in the form of relationship problems in 
people with PTSD. 
Regions of the brain that appear to be inhabited by mirror neurons include structures of 
the temporal lobe (hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, entorhinal cortex), medial prefrontal 
cortex (including the supplementary motor area), premotor cortex, and inferior parietal lobe 
Hamzei et al., 2016; (Iacoboni, 2009b; Keysers & Gazzola, 2010; Kilner & Lemon, 2013; 
Mukamel et al., 2010). Multiple sources reviewed in this study suggest a significant 
neurobiological component to PTSD, implicating structures such as the ventromedial prefrontal 
cortex, hippocampus, anterior cingulate cortex, amygdala, nucleus accumbens, and large scale 
neural networks (Garfinkel & Liberzon, 2009; Krystal & Neumeister, 2009; Liberzon & 
Abelson, 2016; Medina, 2008; Patel et al., 2012). In comparing the literature on mirror neurons 
with literature on the neurobiology of PTSD, overlap emerges between regions of the brain 
inhabited by mirror neurons and those implicated in PTSD. For example, the hippocampus and 
medial prefrontal cortex contain mirror neurons and are also associated with PTSD. Impairment 
of the emotional regulation provided by the ventromedial prefrontal cortex may contribute to 
difficulty in emotionally complex interpersonal relationships. At the same time, hippocampal 
problems can result in lower reliance on declarative memory and greater reliance on subcortical 
instinctual memories, also leading to difficulties in accurately understanding interpersonal 
situations. 
Current research directions, such as single neuron studies of the human brain undertaken 
when ethically possible, are establishing mirror neurons as more widely distributed in the brain 
than initially believed (Keysers & Gazzola, 2010; Mukamel et al., 2010). Additionally, recent 
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research on the neurobiology of PTSD points to the role of large-scale neural networks having a 
significant role in addition to specific brain structures (Patel, et al., 2012; Sripada et al., 2012).  
In addition to specific structures of the brain inhabited by mirror neurons, studies have 
also found that the large-scale neural networks in which these structures are embedded or 
connected play a role in PTSD. Specifically, disruption of the homeostatic balance and 
integration between the three executive networks can help explain the interpersonal challenges 
common in PTSD. These networks, a primitive executive network centered on the amygdala, the 
frontoparietal or central executive network, and the default mode network, are deeply 
interconnected with each other and with mirror neuron systems (Cozolino, 2017).  
As noted in the studies cited in this review, during the hyperarousal state characteristic of 
PTSD, the amygdala is activated in response to a perceived threat in the environment. At the 
same time, the frontoparietal network and default mode network are inhibited (Patel et al., 2012; 
Sripada et al. 2012). As a result, impairments arise in the form of decreased abilities in reality 
testing and problem solving. Perhaps most notably for interpersonal relationships, these changes 
in neural networks lead to decreased ability to perceive the internal state of self and others 
accurately. 
A properly functioning primitive executive network allows for correct identification of 
threats to an organism’s survival and appropriate responses to these threats. When the 
frontoparietal network is properly functioning, it allows an individual to turn their attention from 
these external survival concerns to their internal processes and, through the presence of mirror 
neurons within this network, the inner state of others. Finally, the default mode network (DMN) 
plays a crucial role in social cognition. 
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Research in the last ten years has emphasized the default mode network’s (DMN) role in 
social cognition (Mars et al., 2012) in addition to its more widely recognized role in modulating 
cognitive rest. Recent research has posited that the DMN also activates during certain types of 
tasks. Specifically, studies have indicated that higher-order tasks of social cognition involve the 
DMN, with the precuneus becoming activated in the performance of tasks related to social 
interactions (Schilbach, et al., 2008). Researchers have also found that the left angular gyrus is 
activated when distinguishing between others and the self. Further, the anterior cingulate is 
associated with monitoring the actions of oneself and others, including attributing mental states 
to others.  
The Default Mode Network, Social Cognition, and PTSD 
Schilbach et al. (2008) refer to mental states in which subjects are not preoccupied with 
external stimuli as resting states or instances of unconstrained cognition. These states are 
associated with the DMN’s role in social cognition and predominate when the brain is not 
interpreting external stimuli. The functional connectivity of the DMN was tested by researchers 
(Lynch et al., 2013) who focused on DMN function in these resting states. Twenty children with 
ASD were subjected to resting-state fMRI in order to investigate the link between DMN 
connectivity and impairment of social cognition. Study results suggest that children with ASD 
differ from typically developing children in the hyper-connectivity of their visual cortex, local 
posteromedial cortex, and basal ganglia. Social impairment characteristic of ASD is also 
associated in the same study (Lynch et al., 2013) with aberrant hyper-connectivity of the 
posterior cingulate cortex, an area that is likely a significant area of interaction between mirror 
neurons and the DMN (Molnar-Szakacs & Uddin, 2013). Hyper-connectivity of these areas is 
thus linked to defining social deficits of the child participants with ASD. While ASD and PTSD 
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differ substantially, these proposed associations between the DMN and social cognition, 
especially in areas where mirror neurons and the DMN interact, may have implications for 
individuals with PTSD. Alterations to the default mode network resulting from childhood trauma 
have also been shown to play a critical role in the developmental genesis of PTSD in adults 
(Daniels et al. 2011).  
The possible links between such DMN alterations and social cognition have also been 
explored through a clinical lens. Lanius et al. (2014) explore the social aspects of cognitive 
dysfunction in PTSD, including affect regulation, social cognition, self-referential processing, 
and emotional awareness. The researchers link such dysfunction in social-cognitive processing 
with traumatic experiences early in life. Like Daniels et al. (2011), Lanius et al. associate social 
cognition dysfunction in PTSD with the DMN.  
The role of the DMN in threat response for individuals with PTSD is also evident in a 
study of military combat veterans (Grupe et al., 2016). Deactivation of the DMN, specifically the 
vmPFC, occurs in anticipation of a threat for those with more severe PTSD symptoms. The 
participants in this study showed a relative inability to alter DMN activation optimally in 
response to threat-dependent task conditions. Individuals with PTSD exhibit uniform vmPFC 
activation during both conditions of threat and safety, suggesting that those with the disorder 
overgeneralize threat responses due to impaired modulation of the primitive executive network 
(amygdala) and DMN in response to dynamic contexts (Garfinkel et al., 2014).  
Interpersonal dysfunction and relationship issues characteristic of PTSD have been linked 
to dysfunction in theory-of-mind, a function that mirror neurons and the DMN play a key role in 
establishing. In one study, researchers tested a group of women with PTSD and childhood 
trauma against a control group for their ability to recognize familial relationships through images 
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of facial expressions (Nazarov et al., 2014). Compared to the control group, the experimental 
group of women with PTSD showed decreased theory-of-mind ability and slower reaction time 
in their interpretation of family interactions. They also were deficient in reading non-verbal cues. 
This deficiency in interpreting family interactions is congruent with the difficulty of some male 
PTSD patients, demonstrated in previous research, to show normal theory of mind, particularly 
through eye contact and a propensity for averted gaze. 
A study examining the ability of Bosnian War refugees to glean the emotive content of 
mental states as displayed in the eyes of another person (Schmidt & Zachariae, 2009) suggests 
that the refugee-participants with PTSD exhibit a reduced ability to recognize mental states 
through the medium of eye expression through the Reading of the Mind Eyes Test. Another 
study using this test along with other theory-of-mind tasks presented results suggests those with 
PTSD perform worse than normal control groups at accurately judging complex mental states 
through eye expression (Mazza et al., 2012).  
Similarly, Steuwe et al. (2014) examine the reactions of healthy individuals and those 
with PTSD to direct eye contact, as well as their ability to accurately discern social and 
emotional information about others from the direct eye contact. The group of PTSD female 
participants in this study exhibited more activity than the normal group in the superior colliculus, 
periaqueductal gray supporting circuits, and locus coeruleus. These more primitive brain 
structures had greater activation than higher cortical regions associated with social cognition and 
theory-of-mind ability. The more primitive areas utilized by the PTSD group are associated with 
the emotional-defensive mechanism and withdrawal behavior rather than with social 
engagement. These results suggest that people with PTSD more frequently experience direct eye 
contact as a threat or threatening, giving rise to increased activity in the neural mechanisms for 
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threat response. More broadly, this adds to evidence that social-cognitive networks in people 
with PTSD differ from the general population (Molnar-Szakacs & Uddin, 2014).  
Link Between DMN and Mirror Neuron Systems 
Over the past decade, research has begun to establish the existence of common networks 
and links between the default mode network (DMN) and mirror neuron system (MNS). One 
notable study consisted of fMRI data that was utilized to explore the hypothesized functional 
connectivity of mentalizing about the self and others (Lombardo et al., 2010). The study sought 
to uncover shared neural networks as well as explore the extent to which shared representations 
influence activities in the wider brain. This endeavor was based on the broader hypothesis that 
the same neural networks are responsible for referential cognition of both self and others.  
The study by Lombardo et al. (2010) asked participants to make physical or mental 
judgments about the self or a well-known other (the Queen of England). For example, 
participants were asked how likely they were to sneeze if a cat was nearby and how likely the 
Queen is to do the same (physical judgment). They were also asked questions such as how likely 
they were to believe keeping a diary is important and how likely the Queen is to believe the same 
(mental judgment). Based on fMRI results of participants in this task, Lombardo et al. argue that 
mentalization about self and others involves activation of some of the same structures, such as 
the primary somatosensory cortex. They also note that higher level, inference-based neural 
processes interact with lower-level, embodied, sensory, and simulation-based neural processes.  
Other research has sought to differentiate distinct regions of the DMN, exploring how 
they relate to self-referential processing and mirror neurons. For example, Broyd et al. (2009) 
examine how the medial prefrontal cortex and the posterior cingulate cortex activate during 
characteristic DMN tasks but deactivate during task-driven efforts that are also attention-driven 
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(Broyd et al., 2009). In a review of existing research, Molnar-Szakacs and Uddin (2013) pinpoint 
several likely functional connections between the DMN and MNS. Specifically, the DMN and 
MNS appear to directly interact at densely connected structures, including the anterior insula, 
posterior cingulate, and precuneus. 
Attention has also emerged as a critical point of study for mentalization and social 
cognition in PTSD. Lapses of attention in children characteristic of attention-deficit hyperactivity 
disorder (ADHD) are associated with less deactivation of the DMN during the performance of 
tasks requiring heightened attention to external stimuli (Liddle et al., 2011). Such attentional 
deficits associated with dysfunction in DMN deactivation are also linked to schizophrenia.  
Recent research has explicitly linked attentional deficits to PTSD and its characteristic 
social-cognitive dysfunction. In a newly published study, Tan et al. (2019) suggest that the social 
cognitive processes linked to both the DMN and mirror neuron system are also linked with 
attentional processes (Tan et al., 2019). This contention is significant because, as explored earlier 
in this review, PTSD is characterized by distinctive social impairments in addition to the 
impairments currently recognized by the DSM. Social inference is critical to accurate 
mentalization about the beliefs and intentions of others, which is, in turn, pivotal in successful 
social interaction. Research on the clinical treatment of PTSD has begun to recognize PTSD as 
fundamentally a disorder of social-cognitive functioning driven by the failure of mentalization 
(Palgi et al., 2014).  
Mirror Neuron Overlap with Other Large-Scale Neural Networks  
As noted in this review, while the imitative function of the mirror neuron system is 
comparatively well-understood, emerging research has begun to detail its role in reciprocal 
communication and wider social-cognitive functioning. In addition to their overlap with the 
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DMN, recent research has also detailed the interconnections between the mirror neuron system 
and other large-scale neural networks. This line of inquiry carries important implications for the 
social-cognitive issues characteristic of PTSD. Nagy et al. (2010) administered a study involving 
fifteen individuals and fMRI imaging data to test which neural networks may be involved in 
reciprocal imitative communication. Their results indicate the involvement of both the left infra-
parietal lobule and the right inferno-frontal gyrus, as these regions showed activation during an 
interactive-imitative exercise. Nagy et al. suggest that these two regions worked in concert with a 
network that is involved in understanding the intentions of others with respect to the self. The 
authors further speculate that mirror neurons evolved for both purposes of imitation and 
interpersonal communication.  
According to another review (Uddin et al., 2007), there is an emerging consensus that 
mentalization is tied to the activation of the cortical midline structures (CMS) and externally 
focused processes are embedded in the lateral frontoparietal networks. The right frontoparietal 
network is thought to be pivotal in representing the physical body of the self. At the same time, 
the cortical midline portion of the DMN is responsible for evaluative self-representation and thus 
includes mentalization functions, involving both self and others. Although it is not yet well-
understood how the CMS and MNS act in concert during social interactions and social cognition, 
inhibition of these two networks may be linked to social-cognitive deficits, particularly for 
individuals with developmental disorders that emerge in childhood (Uddin et al., 2007). Turjman 
(2016) cited Udden et al. and other studies to contend that overlap between mirror neuron 
systems and the cortical midline structures of the DMN drive behaviors such as verbal mind-
wandering and create a link between self-awareness and social cognition. 
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Another meta-study describes the structure of the mirror neuron system and the 
overlapping systems upon which many of its characteristic functions depend (Jeon & Lee, 2018). 
The meta-study notes that the mirror neuron system rests atop the visual dorsal stream, which 
allows for the processing of visual, somatosensory, and auditory data. Other regions linked to the 
mirror neuron system are involved in a wide variety of functions, including language production, 
phonological processing, contemplation and conceptualization of distance, and a range of 
functions related to embodiment and the perception of external stimuli (Jeon & Lee, 2018). In 
terms of embodiment and perception of external stimuli, one recent study identified the superior 
parietal lobe, a part of the broad mirror neuron system that also plays a role in the experience of 
pain, as key to self-other resonance. (Christov-Moore & Iacoboni, 2016). 
A recent meta-analysis was undertaken by Molenberghs et al. (2012) in order to explore 
the existence of multiple systems overlapping the mirror neuron system. The meta-analysis of 
125 distinct, motor and non-motor fMRI studies presents results that suggest the overlap of 14 
separate clusters within nine distinct Brodmann areas. In addition to the regions more commonly 
associated with the mirror neuron system, the primary visual cortex, cerebellum, and elements of 
the limbic system also appear to have mirroring properties (Molenberghs et al., 2012), possibly 
extending the mirror neuron system into an overlapping array of distinct systems and regions 
working together in concert in order to observe and execute actions. While Molenberghs et al. 
emphasize close connections within nine Brodmann areas, they found that 34 separate Brodmann 
areas exhibit some form of mirror functioning.  
Within this meta-analysis were traditional studies that involved the use of visual images 
depicting actions or otherwise asked participants to perform an action. These studies present 
results that indicate activation of the inferior frontal gyrus, inferior parietal lobule, and the 
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ventral premotor cortex. A second subset of studies involved participants who were asked to 
listen to action sounds. This second subset presents evidence suggesting the involvement of both 
traditional mirror areas (prominent also in the first subset) in addition to activations in left 
posterior Brodmann Area 22 (part of Wernicke’s Area) and the primary auditory cortex 
(Molenberghs et al., 2012).  
A final subset of studies examined by Molenberghs et al. (2012) involving hand motions 
includes results exhibiting a range of vicarious activity in emotion-processing regions. These 
include the insula, which has a role in cross-activating regions tasked with action representation 
located in the limbic system. The insula may also play a role in mirroring the emotional response 
of disgust in others. As noted by Molnar-Szakacs and Uddin (2013), the anterior insula is also 
likely a significant location of interaction between the DMN and MNS.  
According to the meta-analysis, in addition to well-established mirror neuron regions, 
structures related to auditory processing, emotional regulation, and somatosensory processing 
can support the established mirror neuron regions in performing various mirroring functions. The 
meta-analysis carried out in Molenberghs et al. (2012) has implications for the emerging social-
cognitive element of PTSD and its role in interpersonal and relationship disruption, as mirror 
neuron systems may interact with a broader range of neural structures and networks than 
previously understood.  
Hyperactive threat response, with its role in interrupting social cognition in individuals 
with PTSD, shows the practical effects of these overlapping connections within the brain. As 
noted, fMRI results from Grupe et al. (2016) suggest that over-compensated threat response 
relative to the actual threat posed is driven by a disrupted ventromedial prefrontal cortex 
(vmPFC). Specifically, results show that the vmPFC is deactivated in those with PTSD 
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symptoms in response to a perceived threat that did not actually exist. The study’s regression 
analysis shows that the differential response of participants to the perceived threat is due to 
corresponding differences in PTSD-linked hyperarousal symptoms (Grupe et al., 2016). The 
hyperarousal is, in turn, linked by the study authors to the tendency of those with severe PTSD 
symptoms to re-experience traumatic events in new contexts.  
The study introduced stimuli that had to be interpreted a certain way in order to be 
perceived as a threat. The researchers noted that this is an element of threat uncertainty that 
contrasts with previous studies featuring threat certainty. The introduction by researchers of an 
uncertainty element was intended to increase the clinical relevance of the study. It also was used 
to help identify participants with PTSD who exhibited hypervigilance and hyperarousal, which is 
described by Grupe et al. (2016) as adaptive in combat environments but maladaptive in the 
context of normal civilian life entailing fewer threats.  
Participants in the study with a higher measure of symptom severity experienced a higher 
level of tonic skin conductance from administered shocks than those with lower severity. In 
addition to deactivation of the vmPFC during threat anticipation, areas including the amygdala 
and hippocampus showed greater activation amongst the participants. Participants with higher 
symptom severity also exhibited increased anticipatory brain activation within regions associated 
with threat response (Grupe et al., 2016). Symptom severity was also associated with less 
deactivation of the vmPFC when the threat was unpredictable (uncertainty). The study authors 
speculate that the perigenual cingulate cortex may fail in its threat-assessment role amongst those 
with high symptom severity. This failure can result in a higher heart rate and other threat 
responses from the peripheral physiological response system. 
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Activation of these primitive brain structures and networks aligns with the proposed role 
of homeostatic balance in PTSD. Research has suggested that individuals with PTSD operate in a 
state of elevated arousal that impacts the three executive networks. Similarly to the PTSD group 
studied by Steuwe et al. (2014), the Patel et al. (2012) meta-review of fMRI studies involving 
individuals with PTSD found threat-response behavior to be triggered by the amygdala in 
response to higher than normal identification of perceived threats. Patel et al. (2012) associate 
this response with impairments in reality testing and problem solving. As in Steuwe et al. (2014), 
the abnormal response is also associated with problems in social cognition and theory of mind. 
This abnormal response stands in contrast to normal functioning in which the frontoparietal 
network and the presence of mirror neurons allow the individual to focus on internal processes 
and accurately determine the mental states of others.  
PTSD may also modulate how the social brain comprising mirror neurons and the DMN 
activates in response to emotional stimuli. A separate, small study (Tan et al., 2019) examined 
how participants with PTSD reacted to a mix of emotional stimuli in comparison to a control 
group of military veterans exposed to trauma but without PTSD. Results suggest that the PTSD 
group experienced hyperactivation to emotional stimuli, with the severity of PTSD symptoms 
positively associated with this hyperactivation. Hyperactivation in the control and PTSD groups 
was not evident in response to non-emotional stimuli.  
This hyperactivation in PTSD involves activation of the primitive executive system as 
well as inhibition of the frontoparietal network and DMN. In this state, the DMN exhibits 
reduced ability to perform the social-cognitive function of reality testing, in addition to reduced 
problem-solving ability. Mentalization abilities are also impaired, resulting in a less accurate 
understanding of the mental states and intentions of others. 
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Another emerging element of PTSD research is the role that dopamine and homeostatic 
balance play in the disorder. Researchers have emphasized the way disorders such as 
hypodopaminergia, a genetic condition, may also contribute to the incidence of PTSD in affected 
individuals. One meta-analysis and article review observes that dopamine regulation can play a 
pivotal role in determining the vulnerability of individuals to PTSD (Blum et al., 2019). The 
discovery of a possible link between dopaminergic genes and PTSD symptoms was recently 
proposed in a study involving Chinese female participants who had experienced significant 
trauma (Zhang et al., 2018). While this link has clear implications for those with this specific 
genetic mutation, it also suggests a significant link between PTSD and the brain’s dopaminergic 
reward system. In a case study of two women with PTSD who experienced terrifying lucid 
dreams, a dopamine agonist was administered (McLaughlin et al., 2015). After administration of 
the dopamine agonist KB200Z, the two women reported improved dreams. 
Overall, the overlap between mirror neuron functions and the relationship challenges 
often present in PTSD, as well as the overlap between specific structures inhabited by mirror 
neurons and those implicated in PTSD, suggests a connection may exist between mirror neurons 
and the neurobiology of relationship dysfunction in PTSD. Specifically, mirror neuron functions 
such as empathy and emotional resonance, crucial for interpersonal understanding, may go awry 
in PTSD. Additionally, the overlap between mirror neuron systems and other large-scale neural 
networks, such as the default mode network, suggests significant impairment of the social brain 
in PTSD. While recent literature points to initial confirmation of Hypothesis 1, further research 
into brain structures and neural networks inhabited by mirror neurons and also implicated in 
PTSD will be necessary for stronger confirmation. 
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Mirror Neurons and the Repair of Relationship Dysfunction in PTSD: Clinical 
Implications and Interventions 
Given the evidence tentatively confirming Hypothesis 1, the possibility that mirror 
neuron processes could be used to treat relationship challenges in PTSD arises. Additionally, 
even if Hypothesis 1 ultimately fails under the scrutiny of further research and a direct link 
between mirror neurons and the neurobiology of PTSD does not exist, the possibility exists that 
the functions of mirror neurons could still be used for interventions aimed at repairing 
relationship dysfunction in PTSD. This section examines Hypothesis 2, that adequately 
functioning mirror neuron systems and related networks can help decrease relationship 
dysfunction in PTSD. 
If mirror neuron systems play a direct role in the neurobiological underpinnings of 
relationship problems in PTSD, psychopharmacological or other means of targeting specific 
brain regions and neural networks could be developed. Additionally, literature examining the 
interrelation between neurobiological, genetic, and environmental factors (Jovanovic & Ressler, 
2010; Skelton et al., 2012) could provide other avenues for direct intervention. Given the 
possible genetic component in the development of resilience or susceptibility to PTSD, advances 
in gene therapy could eventually target genetic precursors of PTSD vulnerability, including gene 
expression impacting mirror neuron systems. Ultimately, direct targeting of the neuroanatomical 
overlap between mirror neurons and PTSD may prove to be an area of future research. 
At present, however, the functions of mirror neurons could be used through 
psychotherapy to address the interpersonal challenges present in PTSD. The literature reviewed 
in this study found mirroring to play a crucial role in adaptive social behavior. By allowing an 
observer to accurately understand the actions and intentions of others via the development of 
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theory of mind, mirror neurons contribute to the ability to respond appropriately in an 
interpersonal situation (Iacoboni, 2009b; Gallese & Goldman, 1998). The interpersonal 
dysfunction and relationship challenges in people with PTSD often appear to result from the 
inaccurate reading of social situations, manifesting as heightened negative emotional responses 
in some individuals or social avoidance and emotional numbing in others (Frewen et al., 2012; 
Tursich et al., 2015). If mirroring could be used to facilitate an accurate understanding of other’s 
intentions, the negative interpersonal responses prevalent in PTSD might be ameliorated. 
However, mirror neurons, especially in clients presenting with PTSD-derived relationship 
dysfunction, can play a role in the basics of psychotherapy. Given that psychotherapy is a 
relationship, the problems that mirror neuron dysfunction cause in other relationships can appear 
in the therapeutic relationship. As described in this review, PTSD’s characteristic hypervigilance 
develops in relationships through the primitive executive network (amygdala). As a result, in a 
therapeutic relationship, the client becomes potentially hypervigilant to the therapist. Because 
amygdala activation in PTSD corresponds to frontoparietal and default mode network 
hypoactivation, mirror neurons are impaired. In therapy, these impaired mirror neurons could 
cause a client significant difficulty in reading a therapist’s intentions, leading to the potential for 
significant misunderstandings.  
Another example of mirror neuron dysfunction potentially affecting the therapeutic 
relationship similar to how it affects other relationships is impairment in emotional attunement. 
One possible signal of this in a therapeutic relationship could be if a therapist does not feel 
attuned to a client with PTSD. In this case, dysfunction in the client’s mirror neurons may be 
preventing the linkage between the client’s mind with the therapist’s mind that properly 
functioning mirror neurons can allow. This breakdown in emotional attunement can also make it 
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more difficult for the client to sense the therapist’s empathy for them due to the breakdown in 
their ability to accurately perceive another person’s internal state. Mirror neuron dysfunction 
may also impede the development of transference, given that transference requires the mind-to-
mind connection established by mirror neurons. Countertransference may also emerge as the 
result of the therapist feeling less connected to the client, resulting in a more technical treatment 
approach rather than one rooted in a relationship. 
Given that, because of mirror neuron dysfunction, the therapeutic relationship is likely 
beginning with impaired emotional attunement, difficulty in accurately perceiving the therapist’s 
intentions, and hypervigilance, working to establish a strong therapeutic relationship takes on 
even more importance than usual. Therefore, the foundational trans-theoretical skills that are key 
to psychotherapy outcomes in general become even more vital in PTSD cases. Building a secure 
therapeutic relationship might take longer, but when a client experiences a secure attachment to a 
therapist, amygdala hyperactivation decreases, allowing activation of the frontoparietal and 
default mode networks and, by extension, mirror neurons. Having a therapist bear witness to a 
client’s experience in and of itself is something that can activate mirror neurons and the large 
scale networks that they are embedded in and connected to. Once activated through the 
therapeutic relationship, mirror neurons can then be taken back to help heal other relationships. 
From there, those newly activated mirror neurons can be taken back into their other relationships. 
While a therapist is using the foundational Rogerian stance to build a relationship that in and of 
itself has the potential to activate mirror neurons, it is possible to be simultaneously 




Specifically, empathy is a mirror neuron function that can be clinically targeted through 
psychotherapy. Clinical work focusing on empathic understanding appears to be a powerful 
mechanism for increasing the interpersonal abilities damaged in PTSD. Praszkier (2016) 
provides an overview of numerous studies of therapeutic interventions designed to build 
empathy. Noting a role for mirror neuron systems in the interpersonal and motor dysfunction 
characteristic of ASD, the review cites multiple clinical studies that successfully improved social 
intelligence in children with ASD, concluding that mirror neuron systems may have greater 
plasticity than previously assumed. Citing studies of unconscious behavior synchronization 
between therapist and client in the psychotherapeutic relationship, Praszkier (2016) also notes 
that the process of psychotherapy can increase empathic attunement through mirroring. Most 
notably, however, the review points to an earlier study (Farrow et al., 2005) of successful use of 
empathy and other forms of social cognition as curative factors in PTSD. 
Farrow et al. (2005) studied 13 participants with PTSD who underwent cognitive 
behavioral therapy (CBT), focusing on mirroring-based social reasoning abilities of accurately 
understanding the intentions of others, empathy, and forgiveness. The participants underwent 
fMRI brain scans before and at the end of CBT treatment. Following the psychotherapeutic 
intervention, participant fMRIs showed increased activity in multiple brain regions involved in 
social cognition during tasks related to the targeted social reasoning abilities. These regions 
included the posterior cingulate gyrus/precuneus, which, as noted, is an area of significant 
interaction between the mirror neuron system and default mode network. Additionally, PTSD 
screening instruments found remission of PTSD symptoms to sub-diagnostic levels. As a result, 
clinical interventions targeting mirroring-based social cognition abilities appear to increase those 
abilities and decrease overall PTSD symptoms. These findings demonstrate that empathy-based 
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interventions can play a useful role in helping address the aberrations in social cognition that 
occur in PTSD patients. By targeting forms of social cognition rooted in mirroring, CBT 
techniques could potentially be used to assist in improving relationship functioning in people 
with PTSD. 
Since mirroring-based social cognition can be successfully improved through 
psychotherapy, the relationship challenges derived from it in PTSD can likely also be reduced as 
a result. Through a more accurate understanding of a partner’s intentions and increased empathy, 
better communication within relationships and increased relationship satisfaction may result. 
However, further research will be needed to examine whether the increase in social cognitive 
abilities noted by these studies translates into the real-world context of actual intimate 
relationships. 
The intersection of social support and PTSD symptoms may point to a role for mirror 
neurons in repairing the relationship dysfunction often characteristic of the disorder. Research 
reviewed in this study highlighted the bidirectional causality between social support and PTSD, 
noting that while PTSD symptoms can lead to problems within relationships, social support or its 
absence can influence the development or reduction of PTSD symptoms. For example, 
premorbid challenges within an intimate relationship or broader family that are perceived as 
weak or absent social support may exacerbate PTSD symptoms (Monson et al., 2009; Ray & 
Vanstone, 2009). Additionally, the vicarious trauma noted above may also be an indication of 
how the effects of mirroring can impact multiple individuals in a relationship or family system in 
addition to the individual diagnosed with PTSD. Given the role of intimate relationships, family, 
and other sources of social support in PTSD resiliency and vulnerability, addressing the social 
context of an individual with PTSD may help treat the symptoms of the disorder. The role of 
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mirror neuron based social cognitive abilities, such as empathic attunement and accurate 
understanding of someone’s motivation, in the loved ones of an individual with PTSD arguably 
could play a role in the health of the individual’s support system. In such a case, clinical 
interventions such as the ones described above could also target the members of the individual’s 
support system in order to strengthen that support system, thus potentially reducing symptoms of 
PTSD and preventing vicarious trauma. 
As noted, multiple studies indicate the importance of social support, including 
relationship strength, in resilience or vulnerability to PTSD. In terms of clinical interventions, the 
focus could be on mirroring in social support, by which a therapist could teach the loved ones of 
an individual with PTSD to utilize mirroring to stimulate positive relationship transformation. By 
intervening in the family system, a therapist could also potentially help to prevent secondary 
traumatization and its effects, such as the behavioral problems found in the children of Bosnian 
War veterans (Ćorić et al., 2016). By understanding the role of mirroring in transferring trauma 
symptoms from one individual to others, a therapist might focus on the mirroring of prosocial 
behavior, rather than psychopathology, within a family system.  
 In psychotherapy, researchers are examining potential methods for using the functions of 
mirror neurons to help heal interpersonal challenges faced by clients with PTSD. For example, 
Stupiggia (2012) explores the ability of the therapeutic relationship to treat the effects of trauma. 
The author observes that the trauma response of abuse victims often includes hypersensitivity to 
another’s gestures as well as other sensory and motor information, leading to misinterpretation of 
others’ actions and resultant relationship disruption. Stupiggia (2012) argues for the use of 
mirroring work during therapy, specifically repetition of key gestures between therapist and 
client connected to verbal communication during therapy. The synthesis of motor and verbal 
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mirroring would stimulate the audiovisual mirror neurons described by Kohler et al. (2002). By 
directly incorporating mirroring into psychotherapy, the author hopes to promote the recovery of 
mirror system functioning in clients suffering from the effects of trauma and improve 
relationship functioning as a result. 
 Investigations into the efficacy of dance movement therapy in treating PTSD note the 
potential role of mirror neuron systems in explaining the therapeutic benefits of dance (Berrol, 
2006; Levine & Land, 2015). By performing kinesthetic movements that mimic those of a dance 
partner, mirror neuron systems are activated in an individual experiencing the effects of trauma. 
Empathic reflection, a key goal of dance therapy, develops through this process of mirroring 
choreographed movement. Through dance movement therapy, intersubjective and empathic 
experience emerge in clients suffering from PTSD symptoms, leading to a foundation for 
improved social intelligence and the potential for healing interpersonal relationships. 
As noted earlier in this review, mirror neuron systems may be key to the development of 
theory of mind and mentalization. Recent clinical research has suggested that targeting defective 
mentalization abilities may be an effective method for improving social cognition and 
interpersonal behavior in people with PTSD. In a recent DARPA-funded study, UCLA 
researchers (Tan et al., 2019) examined the interpersonal impairments common in PTSD. They 
proposed a clinical intervention that attempts to alter how individuals interpret social-cognitive 
information. Specifically, the study sought to use neuroimaging to investigate possible neural 
network contributions to deficits in mentalization and the accurate assessment of the emotional 
state of others. An experimental group consisting of 20 trauma-exposed veterans diagnosed with 
PTSD and a control group consisting of 20 veterans exposed to trauma but without PTSD or any 
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other psychiatric condition underwent fMRI scans while performing the Why/How test, a social 
inference task. 
 In the Why/How test, participants were exposed to images of emotionally laden facial 
expressions or intentional hand movements. Each expression or movement appeared twice, once 
with a why question designed to prompt mentalization and once with a how question meant to 
identify actions. Participants viewed the images via virtual reality goggles while in an fMRI 
machine, clicking their responses on a hand-held button.  
Results significantly differentiated PTSD participants, who showed significant 
hyperactivation to stimuli, from controls who did not. In PTSD patients, results showed 
hyperactivation to the emotionally laden stimuli but non-significant effects for the non-emotional 
hand movements. These effects were broadly distributed in the default mode network and in 
mirror neuron systems and were particularly strong in the frontoparietal network and attentional 
networks, pointing to a strong role and overlap between these large-scale neural networks in 
responses to stimuli with significant emotional content. 
As a clinical treatment part of the study, the PTSD group underwent affect labeling 
training, an emotional regulation technique that has previously been found to downregulate 
amygdala response via activation of the right ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (vlPFC). In affect 
labeling training, individuals learn how to label the emotional content they observe accurately. In 
this study, participants with PTSD experienced a significant reduction in their PTSD symptoms 
after undergoing affect labeling training. fMRI results after affect labeling training found less 
reactivity to emotionally laden stimuli in the mirror neuron rich posterior inferior frontal gyrus. 
Of note, individuals with most hyperactivation to emotional stimuli during the initial part of the 
study also experienced the best outcomes in the affect labeling training. This may indicate that 
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affect labeling is an effective therapeutic technique, specifically targeting mirror neuron systems 
and the three executive networks, for treating emotional dysregulation in individuals with PTSD.  
Another intervention targeting theory of mind deficits is developed and chronicled by 
Palgi et al. (2014). The researchers propose an intervention to address the pivotal role of the 
collapse of mentalization in the decline of social functioning regularly experienced by those with 
PTSD (Palgi et al., 2014). Their traumatic mentalization change intervention attempts to train 
clients with PTSD to recognize how their current, erroneous mentalizations of the feelings and 
intentions of others are embedded in memories of past traumatic events. The success of 
interventions focusing on mentalization and related therapies could be a promising approach to 
PTSD clinical intervention. Mentalization has been linked to autobiographical memories in 
recent studies, making this connection even more promising for therapeutic purposes (Buckner & 
Carroll, 2007).  
Autobiographic memory plays a particularly important role in people with PTSD because 
it includes memories of traumatic episodes. Some individuals with PTSD show dysfunctional 
coping effects with respect to autobiographic memory. Such coping strategies can include 
erasure or distortion of memories pertaining to a traumatic episode, a phenomenon chronicled in 
one meta-analysis study of how traumatic memories are treated differently than other types of 
autobiographical memories in clinical populations (Brewin, 2007). Episodic autobiographical 
memory has been associated with Brodmann Area 10 and the hippocampus. Traumatically 
altered autobiographical memories are thought to have a negative impact on mentalization ability 
by damaging the coherence and continuity of perception of self.  
The intervention in Palgi et al. (2014) is designed to strengthen the ability of individuals 
with PTSD to create a more positive self-image through a mechanism referred to as the 
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projective self. After reporting a traumatic story, the subject is first asked to construct a more 
positive self-image, and then to insert this altered self-image into the current narrative, to be 
integrated into autobiographical memory. This intervention, centered on rehabilitating 
projections of the self, is hypothesized by Palgi et al. (2014) to cause greater activation of the 
medial prefrontal cortex, in addition to the hippocampus. These activations may reduce 
characteristic PTSD symptoms, particularly those relating to mentalization of the self and others. 
The researchers report that individuals who were exposed to the intervention exhibit an improved 
level of cognitive empathy. This higher cognitive empathy is thought to be the result of improved 
mentalization ability, catalyzed by the intervention. Subjects were able to make more accurate 
distinctions between their inner and outer realities, rather than erroneously projecting a trauma-
distorted inner reality onto the outer world. In turn, this reduced the subject’s avoidance 
behavior, a significant interpersonal symptom of PTSD caused by mentalization dysfunction 
(Palgi et al., 2014). Such interventions ultimately may function through the recovery of normal 
mentalization functioning and restored homeostatic balance.  
These insights and interventions suggest important implications for PTSD in the clinical 
environment and further underline the connection between mentalization, autobiographical 
memory, and interpersonal and relationship problems affecting individuals with PTSD. The 
importance of mentalization in the context of PTSD is suggested in a study examining attitudes 
of expecting parents who experienced childhood trauma (Berthelot et al., 2019). The study 
results suggest that PTSD is associated both with hyper-mentalization and hypo-mentalization. 
Hyper-mentalization in people with PTSD has been associated with the tendency to interpret 
social cues that others experience as ambiguous, as threatening. As a result, future interventions 
may include therapies intended to lower vigilance for threatening social cues and slowly 
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acclimate patients to the assimilation of ambiguous cues. This process is vital because hyper-
mentalization by individuals with PTSD can be linked with the re-experiencing of traumatic 
events (Berthelot et al., 2019). Trauma may be re-experienced when ambiguous interactions 
trigger affective dysregulation. In the context of parenthood, this can place a child in danger. 
However, with well-designed interventions, mentalization can once again play its necessary 
protective role by allowing the individual to interpret ambiguous social signals accurately.  
Other studies highlight the role of dopamine in achieving functional homeostasis in 
patients with PTSD (McLaughlin et al., 2015). Some researchers have labeled PTSD as a reward 
deficiency disorder (Blum et al., 2019) characterized by dopamine deficiency. Clinical 
implications of such findings include the possibility that dopamine homeostasis could emerge as 
a potent area of focus for future therapies targeted at individuals suffering from severe symptoms 
of PTSD, including interpersonal problems. Blum et al. (2019) note the efficacy of exercise, 
mindfulness, biosensor tracking, nutritional supplementation, and meditation for improving 
dopamine deficiency. The role that dopamine deficiency plays in PTSD symptoms, such as the 
hyperactivation of various regions within the primitive executive system, is an important 
direction for further clinical research. 
Overall, as with Hypothesis 1, current research appears to provide initial support for 
Hypothesis 2. The efficacy of clinical treatment targeting mirroring-based functions such as 
empathy and mentalization in PTSD shows promise, but further clinical trials will be necessary 




Discussion: Limitations and Future Directions 
As a review of existing literature and a synthesis of prior research findings, this study has 
the inherent limitation of being theoretical in nature. Therefore, it draws inferences about the role 
played by mirror neurons in the relationship dysfunction often found in PTSD and how they 
might be utilized in psychotherapy. While these are strong inferences, they are likely not as 
strong as recruiting participants for a new study would have been.  
There are several possible future research directions that could help solidify the 
inferences discussed in this study. Some of the approaches discussed in the section on clinical 
interventions are well-established treatments for PTSD. As noted, some of them already have 
promising imaging studies demonstrating their impact on mirror neurons and related networks. 
However, further pre- and post-treatment imaging of the networks and structures discussed in 
this study could help solidify the case for the role of mirror neurons in relationship dysfunction 
in PTSD. 
One specific possible imaging study could be one designed to determine whether mirror 
neurons activate as interpersonal interactions occur within a relationship. For example, this study 
could be conducted during a psychotherapy session to analyze the neuroscientific processes 
occurring within the therapeutic relationship. Because conducting a therapy session while the 
therapist and client are inside fMRI machines would be difficult, this experiment could involve 
using EEG instead. Researchers could apply electrodes to the client and therapist, and monitor 
EEG readings during the session. If, over the course of the session, therapist and client feel a 
sense of attunement, researchers could use EEG readings to determine if there has been 
frontoparietal activation during that sense of attunement. If so, that would be evidence of mirror 
neuron activity occurring in the context of a relationship.  
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Another future direction that may involve mirror neurons is MDMA-assisted 
psychotherapy for PTSD, which has been labeled a breakthrough treatment by the FDA and is 
now in Phase 3 clinical trials. Imaging results from the Phase 2 trial showed downregulation in 
the amygdala as a result of MDMA-assisted therapy. As previously noted in this study, amygdala 
downregulation allows for activation of the frontoparietal and default mode networks, and thus 
mirror neurons. MDMA is well-known for generating a heightened feeling of empathy and the 
Phase 2 clinical trials showed that MDMA-assisted psychotherapy can increase empathy and 
compassion, important components of well-functioning relationships that derive from mirror 
neurons, as well as enhance communication and introspection. Perhaps as MDMA-assisted 
psychotherapy moves towards being a legal, accepted treatment for PTSD, further imaging 














This study sought to explore possible connections between mirror neurons and 
relationship dysfunction in PTSD by examining existing literature on mirror neurons, the 
neurobiology of PTSD, and relationship challenges in PTSD. The review examined the history of 
mirror neuron studies in monkeys and provided evidence for their existence in humans. Further, 
this study demonstrated their foundational role in human social cognition and relationships. The 
review tracks the discovery of mirror neurons in monkeys, before demonstrating their existence 
in humans and their role in social interactions and relationships. PTSD was shown to relate to 
alterations in the activity of specific brain structures and large-scale neural networks as well as 
their interaction with genetic and environmental factors. Considerable research indicates that 
significant relationship challenges are common in people with PTSD. 
Parallels between the literature on mirror neurons and PTSD demonstrate a plausible 
connection between the two topics given the possibility that mirror neuron systems are the 
neurobiological root of intersubjectivity, empathy, and other higher forms of social cognition. If 
these abilities are disrupted, the formation and maintenance of healthy relationships can become 
difficult. Additionally, the overlap between some of the brain structures inhabited by mirror 
neurons and those implicated in the neurobiology of PTSD provides further evidence for a 
connection. The interactions between mirror neurons and other large-scale neural networks, 
especially the three executive networks, also provide support for this connection. 
 This connection has implications for the use of mirror neuron functions to improve 
relationship functioning in people with PTSD. The incorporation of mirroring into psychotherapy 
has the potential to promote the development of empathic resonance, thus assisting in restoring 
the capacity for healthy relationships. Given the role of social support and vicarious trauma in 
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PTSD, clinical interventions could also focus on mirroring within the broader family system and 
social context of the individual with PTSD. Mentalization-based treatments, affect labeling, and 
targeting dopamine deficiency all show promise in addressing the role of mirror neuron systems 
and other large-scale networks in PTSD. 
 However, considering the theoretical nature of this study, additional empirical research is 
recommended to solidify the connection between mirror neurons and relationship dysfunction in 
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